
ABSTRACT 

CUMBIE, WILLIAM PATRICK.  Association Genetics for Growth, Carbon Isotope 
Discrimination, and Stem Quality in Loblolly Pine.  (Under the direction of Dr. Barry 
Goldfarb.) 

Association genetics offers the potential to identify molecular markers which account for 

variation in phenotypic traits of interest in loblolly pine.  The detection of associations 

could be used to explain the underlying genetics architecture of complex quantitative 

traits, and potentially the identification of markers which could be used for selection in 

breeding programs to capture additional genetic variation and make greater genetic gains 

through selection and breeding cycles.  Three experiments were conducted to explore the 

genetic variation in growth, water use efficiency, and stem form in loblolly pine. 

The first experiment involved an association genetics approach using an unimproved 

population of 425 clonally replicated unrelated trees to test 3,938 single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) for association with phenotypic variation in carbon isotope 

discrimination, total tree height, and foliar nitrogen concentration after two growing 

seasons.  Best linear unbiased prediction was used with a spatial adjustment to remove 

additional environmental variation from phenotypic data.  After correction for multiple 

testing a total of 14 SNPs were associated with carbon isotope discrimination, height, and 

foliar nitrogen concentration.   

The second experiment was a quantitative analysis of genetic variation in growth and 

stem form traits related to sawtimber quality in an elite population of loblolly pine. 

Progeny from an elite population of loblolly pine were bred in a diallel mating design and 



planted at four sites across the lower coastal plain of the southeastern United States.  

Growth, disease incidence, stem quality and a sawtimber potential score were measured 

after six growing seasons.  There were significant differences among families for all traits 

measured.  Individual-tree narrow-sense heritability estimates ranged from 0.06 to 0.22.  

Height and volume were highly correlated with the sawtimber potential score of 

individual trees.  From multiple regression, 79% of the variation in sawtimber potential 

breeding values could be attributed to variation in volume, rust incidence, stem sweep, 

and forking breeding values.  The potential economic value of loblolly pine was 

increased as much as 162% over local checks when both volume and sawtimber potential 

were used to select the 10 best parents from the population. Implementation of a selection 

index on currently measured traits is a promising opportunity to make gains in the 

proportion of sawtimber produced from improved germplasm of loblolly pine in the 

southeastern United States. 

The third experiment was an attempt to identify single SNPs associated with variation in 

growth and stem form traits in loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.).  Associations were tested 

between 4,200 SNPs and breeding values for a population of 200 largely unrelated 

selections of loblolly pine.  We identified 13 SNP-phenotype associations for sawtimber 

index, volume, and stem straightness after multiple testing correction.  Individual SNPs 

explained from 0% to 27% of the variance in breeding values used as phenotypes.  The 

most significant SNPs were used to estimate genetic values for an independent population 

of 153 clonally replicated trees.  The correlation between marker based estimated genetic 



values and the BLUP predictions for volume was highest when 10 to 25 SNP loci were 

used (r=0.27).  Gain estimates from marker based selection scenarios were compared to 

seedling and clonal progeny testing scenarios to explore the needed reliability of marker-

based estimates to assess the incorporation of marker based selection in loblolly pine 

breeding programs.  Comparisons revealed that even low repeatability values for marker-

based selection may be a potential consideration in tree breeding programs. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The southeastern United States is one of the most world’s most productive regions for 

industrial timber and currently produces 60% of the nation’s wood needs (Prestemon and 

Abt 2002).  Each year, hundreds of millions of loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) seedlings are 

planted to establish pine  plantations in the southeastern United States (McKeand et al. 

2003).  Intense management of these plantations can achieve productivity levels that exceed 

10 tons of wood  per acre per year (Stanturf et al. 2003).  Tremendous gains in growth, 

form, and disease resistance have already been made during two cycles of selective genetic 

improvement of southeastern U.S. loblolly pine (Li et al. 2000).  As forest plantations are 

more intensively managed for greater levels of timber productivity, the loblolly pine 

genotypes  deployed must have the potential to produce desired growth rates and stem form 

quality under variable site conditions. 

Productivity gains through genetic improvement of loblolly pine exceeded 12% in rotation 

age volume in rogued first-generation seed orchards and 30% in rogued second-generation 

seed orchards when compared to unimproved planting stock (Li et al. 2000).  These gains 

have added substantial value for forest landowners who purchase improved seedlings and 

implement currently-recommended silvicultural practices (McKeand et al. 2006a).  To 

realize maximum growth potential on plantation sites, deployed genotypes must have 

attributes that will enable them to survive under variable environmental conditions and 

generate the wood quality needed for production of higher value forest products.   
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Important limitations that affect timber productivity on sites in the southeastern United 

States include water and nutrient deficiencies.  Albaugh et al. (2004) reported that  nitrogen, 

phosphorus and boron deficiencies of loamy and sandy soils were more critical than water 

limitations for stand development, while Dougherty and Gresham (1988) emphasized  the 

critical effects of water availability.  To produce greater amounts of timber on fewer acres, 

improvements in growth efficiencies in the deployed genotypes could reduce operational 

costs of plantation management.  McKeand et al (1997) observed that good growing 

families of loblolly pine always outperformed poor growing families under a variety of site 

conditions and resource availabilities, suggesting that genetic gains are more closely related 

to growth efficiency than leaf area.   

The value of gains in genetic quality for plantation forestry has recently been assessed in 

loblolly pine (McKeand et al. 2006a).  Volume gains alone produced increases of $50 to 

$300 in net present value per acre in simulations of pulpwood and sawtimber silvicultural 

regimes. It has been suggested that if stem quality improvements were included, the added  

genetic quality gain value might double (McKeand et al. 2006b), but to date the value of 

genetic gain in stem quality has not been quantified.  The value of sawtimber is 

substantially greater than that of pulpwood.  Sawtimber values can be four to seven times 

greater than values of pulpwood produced on similar sites (Timber Mart-South 2007).  This 

difference in value has become an important focus in loblolly pine breeding programs as the 

value of genetic improvements is quantified.  Assessments of stem form genetics in 

different pine species have generally produced low heritability estimates.  Composite form 
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trait assessments in radiata pine (Pinus radiata D.Don) exhibited low heritability across 

several sites (Jayawickrama 2001), and Busby (1983) reported low repeatability of 

subjective crown grading in loblolly pine as well.  Crown grading in jack pine (Pinus 

banksiana) also revealed lower heritability estimates as compared to those for growth and 

branch traits, and crown form was negatively correlated with tree height at age 7 years 

(Adams and Morgenstern 1991).   

In loblolly pine breeding programs, the application of quantitative genetics has been 

effective in producing significant gains in growth, stem form and disease resistance but 

breeders should explore other tools to capture genetic quality gains and understand the 

genetic variation of important economic and ecological traits. Many important quantitative 

heritable traits in plants and animals are complex, due to the fact that multiple genes can 

contribute to the variation in a single trait.  Genetic association studies, also called linkage 

disequilibrium or association mapping, are methods used to identify phenotypic trait and 

genetic marker relationships based on linkage disequilibrium at the population level (Flint-

Garcia et al. 2003).  Recent increases in the amount of genetic data and improved high-

throughput technology have made association studies more feasible in forest trees such as 

loblolly pine.  Identification of specific genes that contribute to an important phenotypic 

trait could increase quality gains in forest tree breeding programs as well as contribute to a 

greater understanding of gene functions.  Several characteristics of loblolly pine make it a 

favorable species for application of genetic association methods.  These include large out-

crossing populations, nucleotide diversity, the ability to clone genotypes for precise 
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production of desired phenotypes and rapid decay of linkage disequilibrium (Neale and 

Savolainen 2004).   

While forest trees are complex organisms and difficult to work with because of their large 

genomes, they present a unique opportunity to use an almost natural population for 

association mapping of complex traits.  This has a direct application to forest tree breeding 

programs.  Using traditional quantitative methods, breeders select for complex desired traits 

such as growth rate, disease resistance or wood properties without knowing which 

particular genes are actually important.  QTL studies have been successful in identifying 

markers related to traits such as wood properties (Devey et al. 2004), but offer limited 

application because QTL markers must be confirmed in any pedigree where selection is to 

take place.  Association studies offer an alternative to traditional QTL studies as a method 

for marker aided breeding and selection research.  Association studies are geared toward 

population-level genetic characteristics rather than individual pedigrees, which make them 

ideal for study of a large out-crossing population (Neale and Savolainen 2004).  If an 

association study is successful, specific genes or loci that determine economically important 

traits can be identified.  Selections can even be made from the association test and deployed 

operationally, since the populations will likely be clonally maintained.  Alternatively, the 

markers or genes identified in association studies can then be used for screening and 

selection  in breeding populations. 

Association mapping could be useful for forest tree breeding programs by 1) finding SNPs 

which explain the underlying genetic architectures of complex quantitative traits and 2) 
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identifying SNPs that explain significant variation in important traits that could be 

incorporated into breeding programs.  

Results of three studies conducted to explore the potential use of association mapping in 

loblolly pine are reported here.  The first experiment involved the development of a clonal 

association population of 425 unrelated genotypes that were genotyped for 3839 SNPs.  

These were tested for associations with two-year tree height, carbon isotope discrimination, 

and foliar nitrogen content.  Association testing was conducted in a two-step process where 

phenotypes where analyzed in a mixed model with a spatial residual to remove effects of 

environmental variation and then tested for associations with SNPs.  

The second experiment sought to quantify growth and stem quality trait variation in an elite 

population of loblolly pine.  Genetic parameters were estimated for individual traits and a 

composite visual assessment of each tree’s potential sawtimber quality was made.  Multiple 

regression was used to estimate the impacts of individual traits on sawtimber potential 

assessment.  The coefficients from the multiple regression were then used as weights in a 

selection index, and trait gain estimates were compared to gains achieved using selection 

for growth only and for the composite sawtimber potential trait. 

The third experiment applied the results of the second experiment by using the sawtimber 

potential selection index as a trait for association mapping in addition to the individual traits 

of commercial importance that have been followed in the NCSU Cooperative Tree 

Improvement Program (NCSU-CTIP).  Two hundred unrelated parents from the NCSU-

CTIP were used to test 4200 SNPs for associations with tree height, wood volume, stem 
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straightness, rust incidence, stem forking and sawtimber index score.  The effects of marker 

genotypes on wood volume were estimated for the association population.  A second 

population consisting of 153 clonally-replicated genotypes was available to validate marker 

effects estimated for volume in the association population.   
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Abstract:  Water use efficiency is important for understanding the adaptability of forest 

trees to the variable environments in which they grow.  Loblolly pine, Pinus taeda L., is 

one of the most widely planted, commercially and ecologically important tree species in 

North America.  We took an association genetics approach using an unimproved population 

of 425 clonally replicated unrelated trees to test 3,938 single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) for association with phenotypic variation in carbon isotope discrimination, total tree 

height, and foliar nitrogen concentration after two growing seasons.  Best linear unbiased 

prediction was used with a spatial adjustment to remove additional environmental variation 

from phenotypic data derived from a common garden experiment.  After correction for 

multiple testing a total of 14 SNPs were associated with carbon isotope discrimination (n = 

7), height (n = 1), and foliar nitrogen concentration (n = 6).  Tails of the population were 

compared for allele frequency differences revealing 10 SNPs with at least one tail 

significantly different from the overall population. Associated SNPs were in sequences 

similar to known genes such as an AP2 transcription factor related to carbon isotope 

discrimination and glutamate decarboxylase associated with foliar nitrogen concentration 

and others were from unknown genes without homologs in Arabidopsis.  Results from this 

experiment demonstrate the utility of association genetics to explore the underlying genetic 

variation in quantitative traits in forest trees. 

 

Keywords: water use efficiency, forest tree, population genetics, loblolly pine
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Introduction 

The limitation of available water is a critical factor affecting plant growth and survival.  

The regulation and control of water use by plants is a complex system, and is difficult to 

measure in a high-throughput assay suitable for a population-scale study.  Carbon isotope 

discrimination () has been used in a wide range of plant species to assess water use 

efficiency.  The ratio of C12 to C13 () has been established as an indirect, but integrated, 

measure of stomatal conductance and photosynthetic activity (Farquhar et al 1989).  The 

allocation of carbon in plants is dependent on several factors including water availability, 

nutrition, and light intensity, quality and duration (Hunt and Lloyd 1987).  Plants generally 

favor above-ground growth when CO2 and light are limiting, while below-ground growth is 

favored when water and nutrients are limiting.  The response by plants to limitations in 

water has implications for both an understanding of adaptive variation in natural 

populations as well as economic importance for increasing production or yield in 

economically important plant species.  Carbon isotope discrimination has also been utilized 

in crop species in an attempt to improve water use efficiency (Anyia et al 2007; Condon et 

al 2004; Rebetzke et al 2006). 

Genetic variation in carbon  or  has been reported for several species of forest trees.  

Foliar carbon isotope discrimination was under moderate genetic control in Picea mariana 

and was strongly correlated with growth, making it a candidate for indirect selection to 

improve growth (Johnsen et al 1999). Studies in Araucaria cunninghamii (Prasolova et al 

2000), Pinus elliotii x Pinus caribea hybrids (Prasolova et al 2005) , and Pinus pinaster 
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(Brendel et al 2002) report variable levels of inheritance for carbon isotope discrimination 

in foliage and wood samples where individual tree h2 levels ranged from 0.07 to 0.72.  

Carbon isotope discrimination in loblolly pine appears to be under a lower level of genetic 

control when compared to Picea, Araucaria, and Pinus pinaster.  Recent work by Baltunis 

(2008) reported a low individual tree heritability (h2=0.09) from a clonally replicated, 

controlled mating design, field-grown experiment in loblolly pine.  However, the 

population-wide genetic variation in carbon isotope discrimination has not been well 

documented in loblolly pine.  Carbon isotope discrimination has been the target trait in 

genetic marker-based studies in other forest trees.  Brendel (2002) reported four QTL 

explaining ~25% of the phenotypic variance for carbon isotope discrimination in Pinus 

pinaster.  Previous association testing in loblolly pine found SNPs from four candidate 

genes (dhn-1, sod-chl, wrky-like, and lp5-like) potentially associated with carbon isotope 

discrimination (González-Martínez et al 2008), in which  candidate sequences were 

selected based on putative functions in drought response.  However, to date a large number 

of potential loci have not been tested in a large population for water use efficiency in 

loblolly pine. 

Understanding the relationship between genotype and phenotype is essential for the 

improvement of complex traits in economically important plant species.  Improvements in 

genomic technology and knowledge gained from research in model organisms are creating 

opportunities for large scale genomic research in commercially important species. 

Association genetics studies in humans have demonstrated the potential to discover DNA 
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sequence variants that are correlated with disease phenotypes (Smith and Newton-Cheh 

2009).  Both candidate gene and genome-wide approaches are potentially successful 

methods for the discovery of variants that are either causal, or are linked to, the causal 

variant for disease and quantitative traits (Hirschhorn and Daly 2005). Association studies 

for herbaceous plants have been successful in identifying polymorphisms related to 

phenotypic variation in adaptive traits in Arabidopsis (Chan et al 2009) as well as 

economically important traits in maize (Buckler et al 2009), sugar beet (Stich et al 2008b),  

and wheat (Jing et al 2007).   

Forest trees have recently been used in several association studies (Eckert et al 2009c; 

González-Martínez et al 2008; González-Martínez et al 2007; Ingvarsson et al 2008).  

Conifers are well-suited for use in association genetics studies due to their large random 

mating populations, nucleotide diversity, rapid decay of linkage disequilibrium, and haploid 

tissue obtainable from seeds (Neale and Savolainen 2004).  Economic and adaptive traits 

have been explored in conifers including Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and loblolly 

pine and in angiosperms such as Populus (Neale and Ingvarsson 2008).  Results of 

association studies for wood properties and carbon isotope discrimination in loblolly pine 

have been published revealing potential associations using a candidate gene approach 

(González-Martínez et al 2008; González-Martínez et al 2007).  The objectives of this 

study were to estimate the variation in carbon isotope discrimination, height, and foliar 

nitrogen concentration in a population of unrelated P. taeda trees and to use an association 

genetics approach to identify SNPs related to the previously mentioned traits. 
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Materials & Methods 

Plant material 

Four hundred and twenty-five (n = 425) unrelated genotypes of loblolly pine were selected 

from the North Carolina State University Cooperative Tree Improvement Program and the 

Western Gulf Forest Tree Improvement Program at the Texas Forest Service (henceforth 

referred to as the NCSU population).  Trees were grown from seed from natural stand 

selections from the first generation of improvement to represent the natural range of 

loblolly pine (Figure 1).  A small number of plantation selection seedlots which had known 

seed sources were used to cover geographic areas from which natural stand selections were 

not available.  All seeds were open-pollinated, except for a few control-pollinated seedlots.  

Control-pollinated seedlots came from 2nd- or 3rd-cycle mating, but care was taken to ensure 

no relatedness to other entries in the population. Trees were grown from seed for one year 

and then hedged for stem cutting production using established methods for loblolly pine 

(Lebude et al 2004). In the spring of 2006, rooted cuttings of each genotype were planted in 

a raised nursery bed comprised of a loamy sand from the coastal plain of North Carolina 

with a soil texture composed of 85% sand, 12.2% silt, and 2.8% clay (Gocke 2006).  The 

bed was 1.5m x 40m with a soil depth of 30cm and a randomized complete block design 

was used, with two replicates planted per clone. 

The trees were grown for two growing seasons and foliage was collected for carbon isotope 

discrimination after the end of the second growing season in December 2007.  Isotope 

analysis was performed at the COIL Cornell stable isotope facility (www.cobsil.com).  The 
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relative abundance of 13C to 12C was determined using 3mg samples of pine needle tissue.  

The carbon isotope ratio 13C was reported against a standard of Pee Dee Belemnite (Craig 

1954) and then converted to , the carbon isotope discrimination value (CID) using  

[1]  
p

pa









1
 

where a is the atmospheric isotope composition (assumed to be -8‰) and p is the leaf 

tissue isotope composition. Foliar nitrogen was estimated from mass spectroscopy at COIL.  

Total tree height (cm) was measured after the second growing season. 

Analysis of phenotypic data 

A two stage approach was used for association testing.  Phenotypic data were analyzed 

using a mixed model with the standard form:   

[2]  y = Xb + Za + e   

where y is the vector of response variables (observations); X is the design matrix relating 

individual observations to the fixed effects in the model, b is the vector of fixed effect 

factors that includes the overall mean, site and replication within site effects; Z is the 

incidence matrix relating observations to random effects and a is the vector of random 

effects that includes clone effects and interactions with blocks; and e is the vector of 

random residual terms. The expectation of fixed terms is E(y) = Xb. The random terms are 

assumed to have zero means and variances var(a)=G, var(e)=R.  The variance-covariance 
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matrix of observations (vector y) is Var(y) = ZGZT + R where G and R are covariance 

matrices corresponding to a and e, respectively. The G matrix accounts for the genetic 

effects, while e accounts for random residual effects. The G is a block diagonal matrix 

defined as Iσ2
C for the variance among clones and Iσ2

CB is the variance of the clone by 

block interaction where I is an identity matrix of dimension ni x ni (ni = number of levels of 

the ith term).  The R=Iσ2
e is a diagonal matrix with the residual error variances (σ2

e) in the 

diagonal and zero covariances (null submatrix) in the off diagonals when errors are 

independent; I is the identity matrix of dimension equal to the number of observations.  In 

this experiment a spatial residual structure was implemented which divides e into spatially 

dependent (ξ) and spatially independent (η) residuals (Dutkowski et al 2002). For spatially 

dependent residuals a covariance structure was specified using a first-order autoregressive 

process in rows and columns: 

[3]   R = σ2
ξ[AR1(ρcol)  AR1(ρrow)]+ σ2

ηI, 

where σ2
ξ is the spatial residual variance, σ2

η is the independent residual variance, I is an 

identity matrix equal to the number of observations, and the error term is included in the 

individual residual variance. AR1(ρ) is a first order autoregressive correlation matrix with 

the form: 
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[4]  AR1(ρ) = 
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Clone mean heritability was estimated using the formula:   

[5]  
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where 2
C is the variance among clones, 2

CBis the variance due to the clone by block 

interaction,  2
E is the residual variance after spatial residuals are removed, b is the number 

of blocks (2), and t is the trees per plot (1). Standard errors of the heritability estimates were 

calculated using the Taylor series expansion (Gilmour et al 2006).  The best linear unbiased 

prediction (BLUP) values for clonal genotypes were used as phenotypes in the association 

analysis.  Bivariate analyses were used to estimate genetic covariances among traits, where 

G and R include variances and covariances of the two traits. Genetic correlations among 

clones were estimated using the formula: 

[6]  
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where rg(xy) is the genetic correlation between traits x and y; xy is the genetic (clonal) 

covariance between traits; 2
g(x) is the clonal variance for trait x; and 2

g(y) is the clonal 
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variance for trait y. All statistical analysis was performed using the ASReml 2.0 statistical 

software package (Gilmour et al 2006). 

Genotypic Data 

Genotypes for single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were obtained using the Illumina 

InfiniumTM assay (Illumina, San Diego, CA). Smaller Illumina platforms have been shown 

to work well within the large and complex genome of conifers (Eckert et al 2009a). The 

development of these SNPs is available online at http://dendrome.ucdavis.edu/adept2/. 

Briefly, SNPs were detected and genotyped for 7508 resequenced amplicons generated 

from all available unique EST contigs representing all pine ESTs known to date using an 

InfiniumTM genotyping chip.  From the resequenced amplicons, roughly 22,000 SNPs were 

discovered and 7216 were selected for genotyping.  Based on quality, reliability of reads 

and polymorphism, 3938 SNPs were selected using the BeadStudio ver. 3.1.3.0 software 

(Illumina),  Genotypic data were available for 380 of the 425 clones measured in this 

experiment. 

Association Analyses 

Association testing was performed in TASSEL using both a general linear model (GLM) 

and a mixed model (MLM) approach (Bradbury et al 2007).  Population structure 

covariates were estimated from a set of 23 nuclear microsatellite markers using 

STRUCTURE with a cluster number of five (Eckert et al., in review).   Marker based 

kinship was estimated using a function in the EMMA (Efficient Mixed Model Analysis) 
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package (Kang et al 2008) in the R programming environment (RDevelopmentCoreTeam 

2005).  We used the positive false discovery rate approach to adjust p-values for multiple 

testing (Storey 2003), using the qvalue package in R with a false discovery rate of 0.05. 

We chose to compare the use of population and marker-based kinship to determine if these 

factors enhanced analysis of the NCSU association population.  Yu et al (2006) 

demonstrated the value of accounting for population structure and relatedness through the 

incorporation of genomic control and marker-based kinship in mixed model association 

testing.  We compared observed p-values from association testing against a uniform 

distribution of expected p-values using the mean of the squared differences (MSD) of 

potential models for association testing (Stich et al 2008a).  We compared four models to 

examine the distribution of p-values from association tests: a general linear model with no 

structure or kinship effects (GLM), a general linear model with covariates to account for 

population structure (Q), a mixed model with a marker-based kinship component (K), and a 

mixed model that incorporated both population structure and marker-based kinship 

estimates (QK). 

  SNP effects and Genotypic Frequencies 

For each associated SNP, we estimated the additive (a) and dominance (d) effects using 

ASReml 2.0. SNPs were treated as fixed effects to test for significance and to generate best 

linear unbiased estimates (BLUEs) for genotype classes of each SNP.  Additionally, 

variance estimates of significant SNPs with three genotypic classes were generated by 

adding a SNP effect into the mixed model analyzing phenotypic data, where the SNP effect 
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was treated as a random effect with 2 degrees of freedom. To further evaluate the effect of 

potential associations with phenotypes, we compared the genotypic frequencies of the 

population tails to the frequencies observed in the entire population.  The population tails 

were truncated at > 1.5 standard deviations above and below the population mean for each 

trait.  Genotypic frequencies and tests for Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium were performed in 

the Allele procedure in SAS (SAS 1989). 

To obtain annotations for SNPs, flanking sequences of the corresponding EST contig were 

obtained from the Dendrome database (http://dendrome.ucdavis.edu/treegenes) for all SNPs 

associated with a trait after multiple testing correction.  We performed a BLASTx query 

against the NCBI non-redundant protein database (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi).  

Gene and site annotations for the strongest hits (lowest e-value) for each sequence are 

reported.   

Results 

Phenotypic variation  

Carbon isotope discrimination, height, and %N displayed significant variation among 

clones.  Use of the spatial model allowed additional environmental variation to be removed, 

which enhanced heritability estimates and removed environmental bias from the clonal 

BLUP values.  Figure 2 displays a variogram of the residuals from the spatial model 

indicating spatial trends in the nursery bed that would not have been accounted for without 

the spatial model in the two-replicate design.  Broad-sense clone mean heritability estimates 
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(H2
c) revealed that 50% of the variation in 13C (Table 1) and 43% of the variation in 

second-year height and %N were due to variation among clones.  Bivariate analyses (Table 

2) revealed that carbon isotope discrimination was moderately correlated with height (rg(xy) 

= 0.38) and %N (rg(xy) = 0.42), while height and %N were weakly correlated (rg(xy) = 0.22). 

Clonal BLUPs for carbon isotope discrimination ranged from 20.7 to 23.4 with a population 

mean of 22.11.  Height ranged from 116 cm to 240 cm with a mean of 194 cm and %N 

ranged from 1.15 to 1.52 with a mean of 1.40.  Best linear unbiased predictions were used 

as the phenotype in subsequent association testing.   

SNP-Trait Associations  

Significant associations were found for all traits.  Prior to multiple testing correction the 

number of associations significant at the p < 0.05 level ranged from 144 (K) to 193 (GLM) 

for 13C, 133 (K and QK) to 172 (GLM) for height, and 135 (QK) to 176 (GLM) for %N, 

across the four different models tested.  After correction for multiple testing, we found four 

to six SNPs associated with 13C, one SNP associated with height, and five to six SNPs 

associated with %N, depending on the model used for testing.  For each trait, the model 

with the highest number of significant associations following multiple testing correction 

was reported:  QK for 13C, GLM for height, and GLM for %N.  The four models used in 

this analysis identified similar numbers of SNPs as associated with all traits at the four 

levels of p-value thresholds (see supplemental information). 
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The minor allele frequencies for SNPs that remained significant after multiple testing 

correction ranged from 2% to 35% (Table 4), suggesting that associations are from 

generally rare alleles.  The associations are largely caused by SNPs segregating rare alleles 

(MAF 2-35%) with small effects (r2: 4-9%) on 13C, height, and %N.  All significantly 

associated SNPs failed to depart from Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium except for SNP 

2_1501_01_109.  Additive effects were significantly different from zero for six loci 

associated with 13C and five loci associated with %N. Dominance effects were significant 

for the  locus associated with height, four of the loci associated with 13C, and five of the 

loci associated with %N (Table 4).   

SNP Effects 

When individual SNPs were used in a mixed model as an independent random effect with 

clones, no SNP variance estimates were significantly different from zero using a chi-square 

test of -2logliklihood model values (not shown). Marker r2 values for significantly 

associated SNPs ranged from 0.04 to 0.08 indicating that individual SNP loci account for 

small amounts of the variation among clones (Table 4).  Using a model that included the 

effect of clones and individual SNPs as random effects, individual SNP effects accounted 

for small amounts of the phenotypic variance ranging from less than 0.001% up to 3.2% in 

13C and as high as 7% for %N.     

Additive and dominance estimates were estimated for all SNPs observed to be in Hardy 

Weinberg Equilibrium with all three genotype classes present.  Additive effects were 
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significant for six SNPs associated with 13C but the BLUE estimates of SNP effects were 

not precise as standard errors were greater than half the value of the estimate (Table 4).  

The ratio of dominance to additive effects (d/a) showed dominance effects similar in 

magnitude to additive effects ranging from -0.79 to 1.30 for 13C (Table 5). Dominance 

effects for %N were similar in range (-0.75 to -1.04) with the exception of locus 

CL1074Contig1_03_101 where dominance was only 1% of the additive effect.  The 

dominance effect for tree height at locus 0_14415_01_190 was the largest dominance effect 

observed at more than three times the additive effect (Table 4). 

Genotypic Frequencies 

We tested for differences in genotypic frequency in the tails of the population for all loci 

significantly associated with 13C, height, and %N.  For each trait, we compared the 

extremes of the population, which we considered to be clonal BLUP values greater than 1.5 

standard deviations above and below the mean of clonal values.  Using the population mean 

as the expected genotypic frequencies we observed nine loci with significant frequency 

changes (p<0.05) from the mean for one of the phenotypic tails (Table 5).  For each trait, 

we observed SNPs with departures from the overall population genotype frequencies (one 

SNP for height (0_14415_01_190), four SNPs for 13C (0_17030_01_94, 0_10921_01_353, 

CL599Contig1_07_109, and 0_8304_02_414), and five SNPs for %N (0_17195_01_417, 

2_1087_01_86, 2_4191_01_104, 2_7865_01_156, and CL1074Contig1_03_101).  The 

single SNP that survived multiple testing correction for height displayed an increased 
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frequency in the heterozygous class for the tail with lower height (p<0.01), while SNPs for 

13C and %N reflected changes in genotypes with the minor alleles in one tail.  

Annotations for associated SNPs  

Association analyses revealed SNPs located in regions of sequences of previously described 

function and also in unknown sequences (Table 4).  BLASTx queries using the flanking 

sequences around the associated SNPs found similar proteins in the Genbank database for 

six out of 14 SNPs.  Putative orthologs were a mitochondrial protein (0_8304_02_414), a 

heme activated DNA-binding protein (CL599Contig1_07_109), and an AP2 domain 

transcription factor (0_3648_01_357) for 13C-associated SNPs. For %N-associated SNPs, 

these analyses revealed a receptor protein kinase-like protein (2_7865_01_156), and 

glutamate decarboxylase (0_17195_01_417) (Table 4). 

Discussion 

The ability for plants to respond to different levels of available water is variable and 

complex.  Members of the  genus Pinus employ a drought avoidance strategy where under 

well-watered conditions water use is maximized, but decreases quickly when water is 

limiting to avoid low water potential (Martinez-Vilalta et al 2004). The population of 425 

unrelated loblolly pine clones in this study displayed a substantial amount of variation for 

carbon isotope discrimination.  Moderate correlations indicate an increase in height growth 

and nitrogen content in foliage as 13C increases, supporting a mechanism of drought 

avoidance in loblolly pine.  Previous analyses of height and carbon isotope discrimination 
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revealed similar results suggesting that carbon isotope analysis may be used to improve 

water use efficiency in loblolly pine populations (Baltunis et al 2008).   

Significantly associated SNPs in this experiment were found in both known and unknown 

gene sequences and in some cases SNPs were in functional genes related to similar traits in 

other plant species.  The sequence flanking SNP 0_3648_01_357 was similar to an AP2 

domain transcription factor.  The AP2 domain family of transcription factors has been 

associated with ABA-sensitive abiotic stress response in Arabidopsis  (Finkelstein et al 

1998) in seed and leaf tissue.   In Pinus strobus the over-expression of the ERF/AP2 

transcription factor CaPF1 conferred increased drought and freeze tolerance in young 

plants (Tang et al 2007).  SNP 0_3648_01_357 results in a nonsynonomous codon change, 

and accounted for 3.8% of the phenotypic variation in this experiment suggesting that a 

response to stress is linked to carbon isotope discrimination levels in this experiment.  Our 

results are consistent with those of González-Martínez et al. (2008) with new SNPs in 

previously unidentified sequences as well as those found in known sequences.  Sequence 

similarity search results from this study and candidate genes from the work of  González-

Martínez et al. (2008) in carbon isotope association testing in loblolly pine reveal functional 

annotations of genes that are involved in abiotic stress response rather than growth 

functions, which suggests that  is more closely related to stomatal conductance than 

photosynthetic capacity. In both studies, the most significant SNPs accounted for small 

portions of the phenotypic variance supporting a polygenic response to regulate water in 

loblolly pine. 
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Nitrogen is critical to plant growth and photosynthetic activities, and it is often a limiting 

nutrient for growth in forest plantations (Fox et al 2007).  To date, genes in loblolly pine 

affecting the use or uptake of nitrogen have not yet been identified. The sequence flanking 

SNP 0_17195_01_417 is similar to glutamate decarboxylase (GAD) which is involved in 

the production of GABA, nitrogen metabolism and C:N ratio balance in Arabidopsis 

(Bouché and Fromm 2004).  SNP 2_7865_01_156 was identified as a receptor-like protein 

kinase-like (RLK) protein, a class of proteins which are important for many plant functions 

including nitrogen fixation in legumes such as alfalfa, soybean, and peas (Morris and 

Walker 2003).   

A spatial model was implemented to remove environmental variability that would be not 

removed by the experimental design.  The individual SNP models regressed the BLUP of 

each clone for each trait on individual SNPs.  BLUP predictions were based on 2 replicates 

of each genotype planted in a relatively small, homogenous nursery bed.  R-square values 

and the strength of any relationship between a SNP polymorphism and clonal BLUP values 

may not be repeatable in a larger, more heterogeneous field trial, which is typical of forest 

tree progeny trials. Future experiments should incorporate efficient designs to remove 

environmental variation and improve the precision of phenotypes used in association 

studies. 

Association analyses have been performed in populations of loblolly pine for wood quality 

traits (González-Martínez et al 2007), carbon isotope discrimination (González-Martínez et 

al 2008), and cold-tolerance in Douglas-fir (Eckert et al 2009c) using a candidate gene 
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approach. To date, associated SNPs for traits in loblolly pine explained the highest 

proportion of phenotypic variance in wood quality traits (20% of phenotypic variance) 

while only 7% of the phenotypic variance was accounted for in this experiment for the 

13C-associated SNPs. Recent association analyses in conifers have explained small 

proportions of the phenotypic variation with individual SNPs (Eckert et al 2009c; 

González-Martínez et al 2008; González-Martínez et al 2007), supporting the treatment of 

these traits as polygenic and quantitative in nature (Falconer 1989). The results of this 

association analysis support the treatment of 13C, height, and %N as polygenic traits in 

conifers, and provide evidence to support further analysis of the underlying genetic 

complexity of these quantitative traits in forest trees. 

Improved methods and larger populations are needed to have greater precision in estimates 

of marker effects.   F-tests show significant additive and dominance effects at several SNP 

loci associated with measured phenotypes, but best linear unbiased estimates (BLUE) of the 

genotypic effects revealed large standard errors.  The estimated magnitudes of allelic effects 

in this population are likely to be biased upward, because effects are estimated from a 

truncated distribution (Xu 2003).  In addition, the majority of minor allele frequencies 

observed for significant SNPs in this population were low (0.05 to 0.10) with one exception 

at 0.35, thus the small number of observations with these alleles were more heavily 

weighted in the estimation of allelic effects and variances.  A larger population is likely to 

more accurately estimate the true effect of any associated SNP polymorphism.   
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In this population the magnitude of the dominance effects was similar to that of additive 

effects.  Excluding two SNPs, 0_14415_01_190, which was associated with height, and 

CL1074Contig1_03_101, which was associated with %N, the ratio of dominance to 

additive ranged from 0.75 to 1.3  (Table 5).  Eckert (2009c) reported similar ratios of 

dominance to additive effects for cold-tolerance-related traits in Douglas-fir, where most 

dominance effects were 0.8x to 1.3x the additive effect.  Additive effects have been the 

focus of tree breeding programs for loblolly pine but the use of non-additive effects may be 

an opportunity for capturing desirable trait attributes in deployment populations. 

The largest dominance effect observed in this study was the effect of SNP 0_14415_01_190 

on height.  This effect is supported by the increased number of heterozygotes in the low-end 

tail for height in the population (Table 5).  This difference in genotypic frequency was 

significant (p<0.01), and the proportion of heterozygotes in the low-end tail increases from 

0.41 in the entire population to 0.68 in the low-end tail.  However, variance in height due to 

this SNP was very small (<0.001%) and was not significant, highlighting the challenge to 

discover variants and estimate the magnitude of their effects in field trials.  Eckert et al. 

(2009c) reported that 86% of the SNPs tested for associations with cold tolerance in 

Douglas-fir showed non-additive effects.  If such SNPs are validated and account for 

significant variation, non-additive effects could be utilized by deploying specific clones to 

improve growth. 

We observed significant changes in genotypic frequency between at least one tail of the 

population and the overall population for nine SNPs, lending support that the SNP variants 
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are having some impact on the phenotypes observed in this study.  Finding significant 

changes in allele frequency between the tails of the population suggests that a pooled 

sampling approach may be of value in forest trees.  Pooling individuals based on phenotype 

for SNP discovery and allele frequency estimation has shown promise in effectively 

discovering polymorphic SNPs and estimating allele frequencies within the pooled 

phenotypic classes in human blood and disease studies (Craig et al 2009; Druley et al 

2009).  Such an approach could significantly reduce genotyping cost as compared to 

association studies in large populations; and identify candidate SNPs for future studies 

based upon allele frequency differences.  

Recent characterization of population structure in loblolly pine, which included the NCSU 

population, identified 24 SNPs as Fst outliers and 5 loci associated with geographic 

variation for potential evapotranspiration (Eckert et al 2009b).  Two of the Fst outliers were 

associated with traits in this analysis: 0_14415_01_190 for height and 2_1087_01_86 for 

%N.  Selection may be influencing these two SNPs in this population by either having an 

effect on the alleles of the genes in which these SNPs are located or other alleles that are in 

linkage disequilibrium with these SNPs.  Since 90% of the genes in loblolly pine have not 

been sequenced the amount of bias that may be introduced is unknown and requires further 

scrutiny. 

An understanding of the genes involved in carbon isotope discrimination and foliar nitrogen 

content are valuable for the analysis of both the environmental services provided by natural 

forests managed with low intensity and wood productivity in more intensively managed 
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plantation forests.  Understanding the genetic variation of water related traits in forest trees 

is also important in light of potential climate change.  Stomatal conductance and leaf 

hydraulic conductance were reduced when trees were exposed to increased CO2 (Domec et 

al 2009). The underlying genetic variation in water use efficiency may be valuable for 

modeling forest stand dynamics as well as for producing more wood products in a 

sustainable and efficient manner.  In the future we will likely be able to associate alleles of 

genes with more specific traits to dissect complex traits of economic and ecological value 

(Nelson and Johnsen 2008).  Carbon isotopes have shown promise for use in improving 

water use efficiency in pine species, but adequate sampling across environments should be 

taken into account.  Tools such as spatial models may be useful to remove additional 

environmental variation to improve phenotypic data for future genomic studies. 

Conclusion 

We identified 14 new marker-trait associations for 13C, height, and %N in loblolly pine.  

Results suggest that 13C, height, and %N are under polygenic control in loblolly pine, with 

the effect of each associated SNP having a small impact on the observed phenotype. To 

date, data largely point to additive variation to explain complex traits (Hill et al 2008), but 

results from this study suggest that there are both additive and non-additive effects on 

adaptive and potentially economic traits. The application of analytical tools such as spatial 

models will help remove the environmental variation from phenotypic data and may help 

strengthen future association testing in field grown trees. Traditional breeding methods 

based on quantitative genetic approaches have been successful in the improvement of 
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loblolly pine populations, but the development of forest tree genomic resources will aid the 

improvement and understanding of ecological and economically valuable traits in forest 

trees. 
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Table 1.  Phenotypic mean (Mean Pop) and standard error (Std. Error Pop), clonal variance 
(

c), error variance (
), and clone mean heritability (H2

c) and standard errors (H2
c Std. 

Error) for 13C, Height, and %Nitrogen. 

Trait Mean Pop Std. Error Pop 
c 

 H2
c H2

c Std. Error 

13C 21.46 0.05 0.25 0.37 0.50 0.05 

Height (cm) 194 14 1440 2787 0.43 0.05 

Nitrogen (%) 1.41 0.08 0.0064 0.0128 0.42 0.06 
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Table 2.  Phenotypic (below-diagonal) and Clonal (above-diagonal) 
correlations (and standard errors) among 13C, Height, and %N. 

   13C Height %N 

13C - -0.37 (0.22) -0.42 (0.21) 

Height 0.02 (0.04) - 0.32 (0.16) 

%N -0.55 (0.03) 0.04 (0.04) - 
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Table 3. SNP loci annotations and significance values1 for second-year height (Ht),carbon 

isotope ratio (13C), and foliar nitrogen level (%N); nc noncoding; nc nonsynonymous; syn 
synonymous. 

SNP Locus Trait Annotation P value Q value E-value 

0_14415_01_190NC Ht Unknown 2.38E-05 8.87E-02 ----- 

0_17030_01_94NC C Unknown 4.95E-07 1.91E-05 ----- 

0_8304_02_414NS C 
mitochondrial protein 2.84E-05 4.04E-02 5E-66 

0_17543_01_196SYN C 
Unknown 3.98E-05 2.97E-03 ----- 

0_10921_01_353NC C 
Unknown 8.67E-05 7.88E-03 ----- 

2_1501_01_109NC C 
Unknown 1.43E-05 1.97E-02 ----- 

CL599Contig1_07_109SYN C putative heme activated 
protein 

3.79E-04 2.24E-02 1E-53 

0_3648_01_357NS C AP2 domain transcription 
factor 

6.26E-04 3.63E-02 1E-20 

UMN_6338_01_99NS %N Predicted protein  2.05E-07 2.11E-04 7E-58 

2_7865_01_156NC %N 
receptor protein kinase-like 
protein 

3.53E-07 2.11E-04 9E-29 

2_1087_01_86NC %N Hypothetical protein  1.98E-06 1.08E-03 5E-37 

CL1074Contig1_03_101NC %N predicted protein 6.17E-06 2.77E-03 5E-54 

0_17195_01_417NC %N glutamate decarboxylase 1.89E-05 4.58E-03 3E-47 

2_4191_01_104NC %N Unknown 1.55E-04 2.71E-02 ----- 

 
1  P-values and Q-values are reported for the model which yielded the most significant 
associations (Q<0.05) for individual traits. 
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Table 4.  Description of significant SNP loci, minor allele frequencies (MAF),  r2 , 

%variance estimates, additive and dominance effects. 

A SNPs listed in order of common allele/minor allele for each locus 

B r-square of the markers from the single marker models regressed on Clonal BLUP values. 

C  *Additive effect is significantly different from zero from ANOVA (p<0.05) 

D *Dominance effect is significantly different from zero from ANOVA (p<0.05) 
E  NE (Not Estimated) indicates the SNP locus did not meet criteria of 3 genotypic classes and/or  
        departed from Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium 

 

 
SNP Locus Trait SNPA MAF r2B 

% Phenotypic 
Variance 

explained by 
SNP 

Additive 
EffectC    

a 

Dominanc
e EffectD      

 d 

0_14415_01_190 Ht [T/A] 0.35 0.06 <0.01% -1.28 -3.99* 

0_17030_01_94 
C [A/G] 0.05 0.08 0.4% 0.83* -0.79* 

0_8304_02_414 
C [A/G] 0.11 0.06 <0.01% 0.34* -0.27* 

0_17543_01_196 
C [A/G] 0.08 0.06 <0.01% 0.51* -0.47 

0_10921_01_353 
C

[A/G] 0.06 0.05 0.2% 0.47* -0.48 

2_1501_01_109 
C [A/G] 0.02 0.05 NEF NE NE 

CL599Contig1_07_109 
C [G/C] 0.11 0.05 2.7% 0.28* -0.28* 

0_3648_01_357 
C [G/A] 0.09 0.04 3.8% 0.24* 0.31* 

UMN_6338_01_99 %N [A/T] 0.06 0.09 <0.01% -0.10* 0.11* 

2_7865_01_156 %N [A/G] 0.06 0.08 NA -0.10* 0.09* 

2_1087_01_86 %N [G/A] 0.05 0.07 <0.01% -0.06 0.05* 

CL1074Contig1_03_101 %N [A/G] 0.03 0.07 <0.01% 0.04* <-0.01 

0_17195_01_417 %N [A/C] 0.04 0.06 7.0% -0.06* 0.04* 

2_4191_01_104 %N [G/A] 0.08 0.05 <0.01% -0.05* 0.05* 
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Table 5.  Genotypic frequencies by SNP and phenotypic class (+/- 1.5 std dev) with 2 tests 

for significant differences from the population; XX is the major allele homozygote, XY the 
heterozygote, and YY is the minor allele homozygote. 

Trait Locus Class XX XY YY #obs p>2 
C 0_17030_01_94 Population 311 33 1 345  

  High 20 0 1 21 0.03 
   Low 24 1 0 25 0.61 
 0_10921_01_353 Population 308 36 2 346  
  High 18 2 1 21 0.04 
   Low 20 5 0 25 0.27 
 CL599Contig1_07_109 Population 274 64 6 344  
  High 14 4 3 21 <0.001 
   Low 20 5 0 25 0.79 

 0_17543_01_196 Population 287 57 8 352  
  High 17 3 1 21 0.73 
   Low 21 4 0 25 0.74 
 0_3648_01_357 Population 285 54 5 344  
  High 15 5 1 21 0.24 
   Low 18 7 0 25 0.21 
 0_8304_02_414 Population 276 66 4 346  
  High 15 4 2 21 0.0016 
    Low 22 3 0 25 0.56 
Height 0_14415_01_190 Population 152 140 46 338  

  High 12 5 1 18 0.17 
    Low 8 21 2 31 0.01 

%N UMN_6338_01_99 Population 313 32 1 346  
  High 15 3 0 18 0.54 
   Low 17 1 1 19 0.84 
 0_17195_01_417 Population 318 25 3 346  
  High 18 0 0 18 0.45 
   Low 15 3 1 19 0.03 

 2_1087_01_86 Population 311 32 2 345  
  High 18 0 0 18 0.37 
  Low 16 2 1 19 0.026 
 2_4191_01_104 Population 297 46 3 346  
  High 15 3 0 18 0.85 
   Low 16 1 2 19 <0.001 
 2_7865_01_156 Population 309 36 1 346  
  High 18 0 0 18 0.34 
   Low 17 1 1 19 0.0002 
 CL1074Contig1_03_101 Population 328 17 1 346  
  High 12 5 1 18 <0.001 
    Low 19 0 0 19 0.59 
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Figure 1.  Counties of origin for genotypes selected for the NCSU association 
population.  Shaded counties represent a least one genotype. 
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Figure 2.  Variogram plot of residuals for 13C.  The three dimensional plot reflects 
the similarity of trees due to environmental trends in a row and column spatial 
configuration. 
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Supplemental Information 

 

Table S1.  Mean of the Squared Difference (MSD) and the number of 
associated SNP loci by model, p-value and q-value.  GLM =model 
with no covariates; Q=model with population structure, K= model with 
marker-based kinship; QK =model with both population structure and 
marker-based kinship. 

C 

Model MSD p<0.2 p<0.1 p<0.05 p<0.01 q<0.05 

GLM 0.00054 414 244 193 65 4 
Q 0.00009 439 202 173 55 4 
K 0.16977 374 178 144 47 4 

QK 0.00063 364 186 145 44 7 

Height 

Model MSD p<0.2 p<0.1 p<0.05 p<0.01 q<0.05 

GLM 0.00054 443 221 172 46 1 
Q 0.00010 415 221 152 32 0 
K 0.00029 391 201 133 31 0 

QK 0.00003 387 199 133 31 0 

%N 

Model MSD p<0.2 p<0.1 p<0.05 p<0.01 q<0.05 

GLM 0.00013 395 200 176 60 6 
Q 0.00013 376 206 155 56 5 
K 0.00099 357 217 149 53 6 

QK 0.00112 345 200 135 46 5 
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Table S2.  Significant associations for 13C, height (Ht), and %N using a threshold 
of p<0.01 uncorrected for multiple testing. 

 

Model Trait SNP p-value q-value 
GLM %N UMN-6338-01-99 6.6E-08 0.0002 
GLM %N 2-7865-01-156 1.1E-07 0.0002 
GLM %N 2-1087-01-86 8.2E-07 0.0011 
GLM %N CL1074Contig1-03-101 2.8E-06 0.0028 
GLM %N 0-17195-01-417 5.8E-06 0.0046 
GLM %N 2-4191-01-104 4.1E-05 0.0271 
GLM %N 0-18356-02-396 1.7E-04 0.0973 
GLM %N 0-9347-01-328 2.8E-04 0.1354 
GLM %N 0-886-02-324 4.4E-04 0.1912 
GLM %N 0-16924-03-96 5.2E-04 0.2040 
GLM %N UMN-3841-01-114 0.001 0.3475 
GLM %N 2-1447-02-71 0.001 0.3475 
GLM %N CL4733Contig1-01-61 0.001 0.3475 
GLM %N 0-16610-01-506 0.001 0.3475 
GLM %N 2-8909-02-75 0.001 0.3475 
GLM %N 2-9190-01-446 0.002 0.3475 
GLM %N 0-8271-02-56 0.002 0.3475 
GLM %N 0-7639-01-77 0.002 0.3523 
GLM %N 2-85-02-400 0.002 0.3523 
GLM %N 2-3211-01-505 0.002 0.4135 
GLM %N 0-14873-01-155 0.002 0.4313 
GLM %N 0-4750-01-582 0.003 0.4475 
GLM %N CL1085Contig1-01-629 0.003 0.4573 
GLM %N 0-13816-01-36 0.003 0.4573 
GLM %N 0-1802-01-424 0.003 0.4573 
GLM %N 0-18755-01-72 0.003 0.4573 
GLM %N 0-1549-01-523 0.003 0.4573 
GLM %N 0-3215-01-104 0.004 0.4573 
GLM %N 2-2702-01-69 0.004 0.4573 
GLM %N UMN-2378-01-410 0.004 0.4573 
GLM %N UMN-2675-02-45 0.004 0.4573 
GLM %N 0-9729-01-92 0.004 0.4594 
GLM %N 0-2223-01-106 0.004 0.4594 
GLM %N 0-8408-01-328 0.004 0.4594 
GLM %N CL1905Contig1-03-377 0.004 0.4594 
GLM %N CL1905Contig1-06-351 0.004 0.4594 
GLM %N 2-3128-01-306 0.005 0.4776 
GLM %N 0-13391-02-213 0.005 0.4776 
GLM %N 0-3604-02-88 0.005 0.4776 
GLM %N CL1530Contig1-04-89 0.005 0.4776 
GLM %N 0-15548-01-24 0.005 0.4776 
GLM %N 0-4762-01-133 0.005 0.4776 
GLM %N 0-7682-01-200 0.005 0.4776 
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Table S2 Continued 
     
GLM %N 0-3261-01-545 0.005 0.4776 
GLM %N 0-13066-01-114 0.006 0.4776 
GLM %N CL4736Contig1-01-135 0.006 0.4776 
GLM %N UMN-4815-01-95 0.006 0.4776 
GLM %N 2-6434-01-87 0.006 0.4840 
GLM %N 0-15010-01-259 0.006 0.5144 
GLM %N 0-16872-01-283 0.007 0.5671 
GLM %N 0-5973-02-148 0.008 0.5868 
GLM %N CL1591Contig1-04-165 0.009 0.6541 
GLM %N 0-16864-01-251 0.009 0.6541 
GLM %N 2-2196-02-297 0.009 0.6541 
GLM %N UMN-2789-01-471 0.009 0.6541 
GLM %N UMN-1835-02-116 0.010 0.6541 
GLM %N 2-5483-02-355 0.010 0.6541 
GLM %N 0-14099-02-60 0.010 0.6541 
GLM %N 0-9488-01-346 0.010 0.6541 
GLM Ht 0-14415-01-190 1.2E-05 0.0425 
GLM Ht 0-10207-01-280 2.4E-04 0.4431 
GLM Ht 0-13026-02-330 4.0E-04 0.4818 
GLM Ht CL1767Contig1-02-318 6.2E-04 0.5611 
GLM Ht 0-16096-01-71 9.2E-04 0.6690 
GLM Ht UMN-7021-02-156 0.001 0.6810 
GLM Ht CL3739Contig1-06-209 0.001 0.6810 
GLM Ht CL558Contig1-07-47 0.002 0.6810 
GLM Ht 0-13348-01-522 0.002 0.7668 
GLM Ht 0-1688-02-561 0.002 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-5024-01-185 0.004 0.7673 
GLM Ht 2-3177-03-168 0.004 0.7673 
GLM Ht CL2416Contig1-06-360 0.004 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-16068-01-350 0.004 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-17701-01-115 0.005 0.7673 
GLM Ht CL1791Contig1-03-50 0.005 0.7673 
GLM Ht UMN-4764-02-149 0.005 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-3900-01-431 0.005 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-9340-01-203 0.005 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-1666-01-844 0.005 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-2214-02-59 0.006 0.7673 
GLM Ht UMN-4856-01-462 0.007 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-4910-01-103 0.007 0.7673 
GLM Ht 2-3150-02-90 0.007 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-7001-01-143 0.007 0.7673 
GLM Ht CL2342Contig1-01-407 0.007 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-16213-01-75 0.007 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-2398-01-131 0.008 0.7673 
GLM Ht 2-4484-02-238 0.008 0.7673 
GLM Ht 2-2866-01-512 0.008 0.7673 
GLM Ht 2-2199-01-139 0.008 0.7673 
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Table S2 Continued 
     
GLM Ht UMN-3386-01-277 0.009 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-13455-01-122 0.009 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-14694-01-399 0.009 0.7673 
GLM Ht CL2055Contig1-03-78 0.009 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-1433-02-78 0.009 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-2214-02-367 0.009 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-14885-02-61 0.009 0.7673 
GLM Ht CL3094Contig1-03-125 0.009 0.7673 
GLM Ht 0-15958-01-145 0.010 0.7673 
GLM Ht 2-4102-01-738 0.010 0.7673 
GLM Ht 2-776-03-84 0.010 0.7673 
GLM Ht 2-6804-01-289 0.010 0.7673 
GLM Ht 2-5989-02-136 0.010 0.7673 
GLM Ht UMN-7253-01-407 0.010 0.7673 
QK C 0-17030-01-94 4.9E-09 0.00002 
QK C 0-17543-01-196 1.5E-06 0.0030 
QK C 0-10921-01-353 6.0E-06 0.0079 
QK C 2-1501-01-109 2.0E-05 0.0197 
QK C CL599Contig1-07-109 2.8E-05 0.0224 
QK C 0-3648-01-357 5.5E-05 0.0363 
QK C 0-8304-02-414 7.2E-05 0.0404 
QK C 0-1191-01-125 8.0E-04 0.3635 
QK C 0-13127-01-168 9.9E-04 0.3635 
QK C CL1879Contig1-02-192 0.001 0.3635 
QK C 0-15732-01-588 0.001 0.3635 
QK C 2-1321-01-285 0.001 0.3635 
QK C UMN-991-01-295 0.001 0.3635 
QK C 2-83-01-503 0.002 0.5063 
QK C 0-8671-01-61 0.002 0.5251 
QK C 2-6538-01-49 0.002 0.5907 
QK C 2-987-02-146 0.003 0.5907 
QK C 2-6538-01-334 0.003 0.5907 
QK C CL910Contig1-03-196 0.003 0.5907 
QK C UMN-2867-01-361 0.003 0.5907 
QK C CL4422Contig1-03-167 0.003 0.6376 
QK C 2-2325-02-138 0.004 0.6444 
QK C CL1389Contig1-01-203 0.005 0.7757 
QK C 0-976-01-67 0.005 0.7757 
QK C 2-4095-01-278 0.005 0.7757 
QK C CL4628Contig1-01-38 0.005 0.7757 
QK C 2-8658-01-44 0.006 0.7757 
QK C 0-18604-01-94 0.006 0.7757 
QK C 0-8975-02-113 0.006 0.7757 
QK C UMN-5129-03-244 0.006 0.7757 
QK C CL4028Contig1-03-105 0.006 0.7757 
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Table S2 Continued 
     
QK C UMN-CL34Contig1-03-89 0.006 0.7757 
QK C CL1074Contig1-03-101 0.007 0.7757 
QK C 0-3215-01-104 0.007 0.7760 
QK C CL4662Contig1-01-215 0.007 0.7989 
QK C CL3330Contig1-01-106 0.007 0.8083 
QK C 0-6409-02-252 0.008 0.8083 
QK C 2-9790-01-129 0.008 0.8083 
QK C 0-886-02-324 0.009 0.8592 
QK C CL4663Contig1-02-55 0.009 0.8592 
QK C 0-7948-01-115 0.009 0.8592 
QK C 2-3041-01-77 0.009 0.8592 
QK C 2-5746-02-630 0.010 0.8592 
QK C 0-10116-01-165 0.010 0.8592 
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CHAPTER 2 

Genetic Improvement of Sawtimber Potential in Loblolly Pine  

(In the format appropriate for submission to Forest Science)
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Abstract:  Progeny from 48 elite parents of loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) were bred in a 

disconnected diallel mating design and were planted at four sites across the lower coastal 

plain of the southeastern United States.  Height, DBH, volume, fusiform rust incidence, 

stem forking, stem sweep, branch angle, branch diameter, branch frequency, and a 

sawtimber potential score were measured after six growing seasons.  There were significant 

differences among families for all traits measured.  Individual-tree narrow-sense heritability 

estimates ranged from 0.06 to 0.22, and half-sib family-mean heritability estimates ranged 

from 0.73 to 0.98.  Height and volume were highly correlated with the sawtimber potential 

score of individual trees.  From multiple regression, 79% of the variation in sawtimber 

potential breeding values can be attributed to variation in volume, rust incidence, stem 

sweep, and forking breeding values.  The potential dollar value of loblolly pine was 

increased as much as 162% over local checks when both volume and sawtimber potential 

were used to select the 10 best parents from the population. Implementation of a selection 

index on currently measured traits is a promising opportunity to make gains in the 

proportion of sawtimber produced from improved germplasm of loblolly pine in the 

southeastern United States. 
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Introduction 

Tree improvement programs have focused on increasing the value of forest plantations in 

the southeastern United States for over fifty years.  After two cycles of breeding, the North 

Carolina State University Cooperative Tree Improvement Program (hereafter called ‘the 

NCSU Cooperative’) has made significant contributions to increases in growth rate, 

development of resistance to fusiform rust (caused by the fungus Cronartium quercuum 

(Berk.) Miyabe ex Shirai f. sp. fusiforme), and improvements in stem straightness in 

loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) (Li et al. 2000). Silvicultural improvements, including tree 

improvement, could increase productivity of loblolly pine plantations to exceed 10 tons per 

acre per year (Allen et al. 2005) .  As intensive timber production is focused on fewer acres 

of highly managed land, increasing the value, not only the volume, of timber harvested 

must be a high priority for silvicultural improvements.  Increases in growth rate through 

better silviculture have clearly had an impact on plantation value, but improvements in 

timber quality can also be made.  Previous research suggested that crown characteristics 

have an impact on lumber quality such as veneer grade bolts, but the major economic factor 

of interest to date has been timber volume (Busby 1983).   

Stem quality in loblolly pine plantations has rarely been quantified.  Amateis and Burkhart 

(2005) analyzed a long-term thinning study for the distribution of peeler, sawtimber, and 

pulpwood stems.  Their study showed that thinning significantly influenced timber product 

distribution. Choi et al. (2008) recently modeled the effect of stem defects on loblolly pine 

stem quality in non-thinned plantations.  Through age 15 years, there was a relatively low 
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incidence of forked stems (4%), broken tops (5%) and diseased trees (12%) while stem 

sweep was a more common defect (41%).  Over the 15-year life of the stand, 37% of the 

forked stems recovered to single stems and 83% of the trees with broken tops recovered to a 

normal top (Choi et al. 2008). 

In genetically improved loblolly pine seedlings, improvement of growth rate alone will 

result in substantial financial gains (McKeand et al. 2006).  Improvements in stem form and 

rust have been recognized (Lambeth 2000; Li et al. 2000) and positive impacts on 

sawtimber quality have been implied.  However, heritable variation of sawtimber traits that 

could potentially be incorporated into southeastern United States loblolly pine breeding 

programs has not been quantified.  An increased importance of sawtimber production could 

justify additional emphasis on selecting and deploying superior genotypes from breeding 

populations for improved stem and branching characteristics. 

There are few reports describing genetic analyses of composite crown and stem form traits 

in the literature.  Busby (1983) found that branching traits significantly affected the quality 

of veneer bolts in loblolly pine but did not affect dollar value in comparison to overall tree 

volume.  The composite crown scores of the first generation of improvement in the NCSU 

Cooperative were poorly inherited most likely due to multiple subjective traits scored by 

many graders (Busby 1983).  

Attempts have been made to assess crown and branch traits of other species for 

incorporation into breeding programs with varying results.  Adams and Morganstern (1991) 
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found negative correlations between height and crown traits in Jack Pine (Pinus banksiana 

Lamb.), making improvements in both growth and crown form difficult.  In radiata pine 

(Pinus radiata D.Don), growth was most important for increasing value in plantations, 

while stiffness (Modulus of Elasticity or MoE) was more critical for added value in 

sawmills (Ivkovic et al. 2006).  Composite stem form assessments exhibited low heritability 

in radiata pine but were stable across sites (Jayawickrama 2001).  Jayawickrama (2001) 

reported that the within-site narrow-sense heritability for percent-acceptable stems ranged 

from 0.02 to 0.15 and was less heritable than stem straightness.  The percent-acceptable 

trait was highly correlated with stem straightness (0.97) and moderately correlated (0.68) 

with a malformation score (forking).  Jayawickrama and Low (1999) reported that regional 

sources of radiata pine differed significantly in stem acceptability, malformation, and 

internode length using a categorical scoring system.   

Understanding the impact of genetic variation in economically important form traits is 

necessary for timber value improvement in loblolly pine.  The objectives of this experiment 

were to (i) quantify genetic variation of growth and form traits affecting sawtimber yield in 

loblolly pine; (ii) estimate genetic correlations among growth, form, and a composite 

sawtimber trait; (iii) assess the impact of growth, stem form, and branch traits on sawtimber 

quality; and (iv) determine if index selection is a viable option to make future 

improvements in sawtimber quality traits in loblolly pine.  
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Materials and Methods 

Plant material 

Forty-eight first- and second-generation elite parents from the NCSU Cooperative, the 

University of Florida Cooperative Forest Genetic Research Program, and the Western Gulf 

Forest Tree Improvement Program at the Texas Forest Service were selected based on 

previous progeny test results.  Parents were selected from three provenances: Atlantic 

Coastal Plain (ACP), Western Gulf (WG), and Florida (FL).  Elite parents were mated 

using 8-tree disconnected half-diallels. Each diallel contained 4 ACP selections, 3 FL 

selections, and 1 WG selection.  Breeding took place in the late 1990s, and seedlings were 

planted in the field in the winter of 2001.  Four test locations in Georgia (Brunswick and 

Bainbridge), Alabama (Phenix City), and Florida (Yulee) were measured for this 

experiment (Table 1).  The experimental design was a randomized complete block with 

single tree plots randomized in 20 blocks at each of the four sites. 

At the end of the sixth growing season, total tree height, stem diameter at breast height 

(dbh), fusiform rust incidence, forking incidence, stem sweep, branch angle, branch 

diameter, branch frequency, and sawtimber potential were measured.  Volume was 

estimated according to Goebel and Warner (1966).  Rust incidence and forking incidence 

were scored as binary traits (0, 1).  Stem sweep, branching traits and sawtimber potential 

were measured using a categorical scale for each trait.  The following procedures were used 

to assess the form, branching and sawtimber potential traits: 
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(1) Stem sweep (hereafter termed “sweep”) was measured in 1.27 cm increments at the 

point of maximum deflection in the first 3.5m of the bole with a 2.5m straight edge. 

(2) Branch angle was measured at the base of the live crown and was scored on a 1 to 6 

category of 15 degree increments from flat (0 degrees) to vertical (90 degrees).  

(3) Branch diameter measured in the first 1.5 logs (7m) was scored using 1.27 cm 

increments that were rounded up to the nearest 1.27 cm.  

(4) Branch frequency (inter-node length) was scored in 15 cm increments.  This was a 

general characterization of the tree. The categorical score indicates the average 

spacing between whorls on the main stem of the tree by visual assessment. 

(5) Sawtimber potential was scored using a 1 (best) to 4 (worst) scale where: 

(1) = Sawtimber: no quality defects in the first 1.5 logs (7m) of the tree. 

(2) = Some Sawtimber:  minor defects in the first 1.5 logs but still likely to be a 

sawtimber tree.  Minor defects included minor sweep (<7.5cm), high forks 

(above first log or 4.9m), and small ramicorn branches. 

(3) = Pulpwood:  defects present such as low forks, major ramicorn branches, 

large branches in the crown > 6cm, branch angles over 45 degrees, below 

average volume, sweep >7.5cm. 

(4) = non-merchantable:  Multiple major stem defects such as stem rust, forking, 

extremely poor growth, or poor branching characteristics. 
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Statistical analyses 

The growth (height and volume) and form traits (branching characteristics and sawtimber) 

were analyzed using linear mixed models with the general form: 

[1]  y = Xb + Zu + e       

where y is the vector of response variable (observations); the X is the design matrix relating 

individual observations to the fixed effects in the model, b is the vector of fixed effect 

factors that includes the overall mean, site and replication within site effects; Z is the 

incidence matrix relating observations to random effects and u is the vector of random 

effects that includes general combining ability (GCA) effects, specific combining ability 

(SCA) effects and their interactions with site; e is the vector of random residual terms. The 

expectation of fixed terms is E(y) = Xb. The random terms are assumed to have zero means 

and variances var(u)=G, var(e)=R. The variance covariance matrix of observations (vector 

y) is Var(y) = ZGZT + R, where G and R are covariance matrices corresponding to u and e, 

respectively. The G is a block diagonal matrix defined as Aσ2
G for GCA effects, Inσ

2
S for 

SCA effects, Inσ
2

GT for GCA by site interactions  and Inσ
2

ST for SCA by site interactions, 

where A is the numerator relationship matrix and I is an identity matrix of dimension ni x ni 

(ni = number of levels of the ith term). The R=Iσ2
e is a diagonal matrix with the residual 

error variances (σ2
e) in the diagonal and 0 covariances (null submatrix) in the off diagonals; 

I is the identity matrix of dimension equal to the number of observations. Bivariate analyses 
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were used to estimate genetic covariances among traits, where G and R include variances 

and covariances of the two traits. 

For binary traits (fork and rust disease) the following generalized linear mixed model was 

fit to data to obtain variance components.  

[2]  g-1(η) = g-1 (Xb + Zu)  

where η is the linear predictor (η = logit(μ)), g is the link function, μ is the conditional 

mean. The remaining terms are as previously explained. The covariance matrix of η is 

Cov(η) = ZGZT+R where, G=σ2
iI is the diagonal matrix of random effects u, and R=σ2

eI is 

the diagonal random errors variance (Schall 1991). The variance of a binary trait is mean 

dependent as μ/(1- μ). Statistical analysis of data with a mean incidence outside certain 

boundaries (e.g., 0.30 to 0.70) is not advised (Gilmour et al. 1985, 1987), but studies have 

shown that low heritability traits (<0.3) are not severely biased when trait incidences are 

below 0.25 (Lopes et al. 2000; Mantysaari et al. 1991) . An analysis of 123 field trials 

revealed that forking is a low heritability trait in loblolly pine (Xiong et al. 2009), and in 

our data the overall incidence was within such boundaries for rust incidence (0.31) but was 

slightly lower for forking (0.18) suggesting that estimates from the data may not be strongly 

biased.   

Significance of random terms in the models (variance components) were tested using the 

log likelihood ratio test. Heritability estimates were obtained for all traits across sites using 

the variance components generated.  The individual-tree narrow-sense (h2
i), half-sib family-
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mean narrow-sense (h2
hs), and full-sib family-mean broad-sense (H2

fs) heritabilities for 

traits across sites were estimated by the following equations: 
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where 2
G is the GCA variance; 2

S is the SCA variance; 2
GT and 2

ST are the GCA by site 

and SCA by site interactions, respectively; 2
E is the residual variance; t is the number of 

sites (t=4); b is the number of replications within sites (b=20); p is the number of parents (p 

= 48); and n is the number of trees per plot (n = 1).  When the heritability of binary traits 

(forking and rust disease) were calculated, the residual variance was set to 2/3=3.29 

because a binary trait has a residual variance of 3.29 on the underlying scale (Gilmour et al. 

1985, 1987). Standard errors of heritabilities were obtained using the Taylor series 

expansion. All the genetic data analyses were carried out using ASReml software (Gilmour 

et al. 2006).  Best linear unbiased predictions (BLUP) of parental breeding values were 

obtained as two times the general combining ability (BV=2GCA). For binary traits, the 
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predictions from the mixed model solutions (logit scale) were back transformed to the 

probability scale as suggested by Isik et al.(2008). 

 

Genetic correlations (rg) were calculated between traits as follows; 

[7]    2
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where rg(xy) is the genetic correlation between traits x and y; xy is the GCA covariance 

between traits; 2
g(x) is the GCA variance for trait x; and 2

g(y) is the GCA variance for trait 

y. In cases of correlations among two binary traits, the correlation of parental breeding 

values was used. We used the Type B genetic correlation to explore the extent of genotype 

by environment (GxE) interaction for GCA effects across test sites (Burdon 1977; Yamada 

1962)  using 
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where rg B_GCA is the Type B genetic correlation and variance components are as defined 

previously. 

Using approximate tonnage values for the southeastern United States at the time of data 

collection (Timber Mart-South 2007), sawtimber potential scores and volume were used to 
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estimate the individual tree value at 6 years of age.  The following factors were used to 

estimate economic value: Sawtimber potential score of 1 = large sawtimber value of 

$30/ton; 2 = small sawtimber value of $15/ton; 3 = pulpwood value of $5/ton; and 4 = non-

merchantable value of $0/ton.  Volume was converted to weight with a simple conversion 

of 1 US ton (0.907 tonnes) = 100 cubic feet (2.83 cubic meters).  For each tree, the entire 

volume was assumed to have a value based on the sawtimber potential score assigned at the 

time of grading at age six.  We did not merchandize individual stems into different product 

classes. 

Multiple linear regression analysis was used to determine the importance of traits on the 

composite sawtimber potential score.  Parental breeding values for traits were treated as 

explanatory variables in the expression  

[8]     


ii XXY ...110   

where 


Y  is the predicted value of sawtimber potential; 0  is the intercept parameter;  1 is 

the slope parameter for trait 1;  1X is the first independent variable; i  is the slope 

parameter for the i-th trait; iX  is the i-th independent variable;   is the random error with 

independently and identically distributed random error variance. The ratio of regression 

coefficients was then used as economic weights in the selection index. A step-wise model 

selection method in the GLM procedure of SAS software was used to obtain the final model 

(SAS 1989). 
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The variance component estimates were used to generate a selection index to estimate 

potential population improvement of both growth and sawtimber quality. Index coefficients 

(b) were estimated for each trait using the following formula: 

[9]    CaPb 1      

where b is the optimal weights vector based upon the economic value vector a, the 

phenotypic variance-covariance matrix P, and the additive genetic variance-covariance 

matrix C (Lin 1978).  Genetic gain (G) from the index weights was then estimated as 

follows: 

[10]    PbbiG '       

where i is the selection intensity, b is the optimal weights from the index, and P is the 

phenotypic variance-covariance matrix. Selection intensity i for this experiment was 1.372 

based upon a proportion of selection of 20% of parents (10 out of 48 parents).  The vector 

of economic weights, a, is typically the economic value of improving a trait by one unit.  

However, the economic value of unit increases is not well known and has not been defined 

for use in loblolly pine selection indices.  Three indices were compared: 1) weight volume 

as the only economically important trait; 2) weight traits according to the coefficients from 

multiple regression analysis; and 3) weight sawtimber potential only. 
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Results 

Site differences 

The effect of test location was significantly different for all growth traits at the p<0.001 

level (Table 1.)  Trees at the Bainbridge and Brunswick test sites were similar for volume, 

height, and dbh, while trees at the Yulee and Phenix City test sites were slower growing. 

Rust incidence was lower at Yulee and Brunswick (23% and 31%, respectively), while 

Bainbridge and Phenix City both had higher rust infection (40% and 56%, respectively).  

Sweep was similar across all tests ranging from 1.6 in Phenix City to 2.2 in Brunswick.  

Branch angle site differences were small but the effect was significant (p<0.03).  Site 

effects for branch diameter and branch frequency were significant (p<0.001) but differences 

were small with the exception of branch diameter at the Yulee site which had a lower value 

than any other test.   

Sawtimber potential was significantly different among sites (p<0.001), and differences 

ranged from 2.5 at the Bainbridge and Brunswick sites to 2.8 at the Phenix City site. The 

mean score of sawtimber potential at the Bainbridge and Brunswick tests indicated that 

50% of the trees were scored as sawtimber while the Phenix City test had significantly 

more trees with scores of 3 (pulpwood) or 4 (cull).  
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Variance components and heritability estimates 

GCA variance was significant for all traits, ranging from 6% of the total variance in rust 

incidence to 1% of the total variance for sawtimber potential (Table 2). SCA variance was 

significant for all traits except branch angle and forking, and was highest for height and 

dbh. The GCA by site interactions were generally significant for the traits, but that was not 

the case for SCA by site interactions. As expected, the residual variance explained a high 

proportion of total phenotypic variance for traits, ranging from 90% (dbh) to 96% (branch 

diameter).    Type B genetic correlations were generally high, ranging from 0.72 for 

sawtimber potential to 1.0 for branch frequency which had no GCA by test variance (Table 

2).  Type B correlations for height and rust incidence were also very high (0.92 and 0.96, 

respectively). 

Individual-tree heritability ranged from 0.06 for sawtimber potential up to 0.22 for rust 

incidence and height (Table 2).  Growth traits were in the range of expected values, and 

branching traits were slightly lower than growth traits.  Sweep was more similar in 

individual-tree heritability to growth traits, and forking and rust incidences were higher 

than growth traits.  Half-sib family-mean heritability ranged from a low of 0.73 for branch 

angle to a high of 0.98 for branch frequency.  Full-sib family-mean heritability ranged from 

a low of 0.72 for branch angle to a high of 0.91 for height.   
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Genetic correlations 

Sawtimber potential was highly genetically correlated with tree height (-0.77) (Table 3).  

Since a lower number was superior in the sawtimber scoring, the negative correlation with 

height is favorable.  Sawtimber potential was also favorably correlated with dbh, Volume, 

Sweep and rust incidence.  Although forking and branch traits were components of the 

subjective sawtimber potential trait, relationships with sawtimber were not significant.  

Sweep was uncorrelated with height, dbh and volume, suggesting that stem straightness and 

growth can be improved simultaneously.  Branch diameter was moderately correlated with 

height, dbh, and volume (0.45, 0.63, and 0.56 respectively) suggesting larger trees tend to 

have had larger branches.  Branch angle was weakly negatively correlated with dbh, 

volume, and sweep (-0.27, -0.28, -0.27 respectively).  Branch frequency was moderately 

positively correlated with height (0.56) indicating a relationship of longer spaces between 

whorls on taller trees.  Forking incidence was positively correlated (unfavorable) with 

growth traits and rust incidence was independent of growth traits. 

Assessment of value for stem quality and growth 

The favorable correlation between growth and sawtimber potential is visible when the 

proportion of sawtimber (generated from sawtimber potential scoring) and volume genetic 

values are plotted (Figure 1).  Values of the proportion of sawtimber ranged from 0.25 to 

0.76 for the 48 half-sib family means.  Using a simple conversion from wood prices in the 

southeastern United States, an estimate of individual tree value was generated using the 
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sawtimber potential and volume traits (Table 4).  Individual tree value was low, which was 

to be expected at 6 years of age, as rotation ages generally exceed 20 years.  

The top ten parents from the population for value (incorporating product class and volume) 

versus the top ten parents for volume alone were selected and compared to the local 

unimproved checklot in the tests.  Selecting either set of parents adds substantial value and 

volume over the checklot, but selection of volume alone does not produce the most value 

(Table 4).  Selecting the top ten parents for value resulted in 12% less volume gain but an 

increase of 24% in value over the local check as compared to the top ten crosses for volume 

alone.  Average tree value for the highest value parents was $0.55 per tree, while the 

highest volume parents were $0.50 per tree.  Both were more than twice the value of the 

unimproved check.  A ranking of the 15 best parents based on volume gain (% over local 

check) shows that if sawtimber quality is desired, some of the faster growing parents may 

be less desirable, while some parents with a slightly lower volume gain have larger 

proportion of sawtimber grade trees at age 6 (Figure 2). 

Multiple regression of growth and form traits on sawtimber potential 

A multiple regression model using the growth and form trait breeding values of parents 

explained 79% of the variation in sawtimber potential breeding values (Table 5).  The final 

regression model included volume, rust, sweep, and forking, which had significant effects 

on sawtimber value.  Based upon the regression coefficients, volume had the greatest 

positive effects on sawtimber potential while rust, sweep, and forking had negative 
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coefficients, reflecting the penalty a tree receives for these defects.  The ratio of volume to 

rust, sweep, and forking traits was rounded to 3:1.  This ratio was used in the selection 

index as one possible set of economic weights to generate index values.  

Trait improvement through a selection index 

If volume alone is the only selection criterion in this population (Index 1), sawtimber 

potential would improve by 5% but rust incidence, forking, and sweep would all shift in the 

unfavorable direction (Table 6).  By adding weights for rust incidence, forking, and sweep, 

gains in volume and sawtimber potential would not be penalized, and rust incidence would 

be reduced by 0.01.  Sweep and forking would increase, but with slightly less magnitude 

compared to Index 1 which weighted volume alone.  Index 3 demonstrates that if the 

composite sawtimber potential trait were the only selection criterion, there would be greater 

improvements in sweep (-11%), rust incidence (-0.27) and sawtimber potential (-7%).  

Forking would increase but substantially less than in Indices 1 and 2.  Volume gain would 

be less compared to the other indices in this index, but still a significant improvement of 

12% over the population mean. 

Discussion 

Genetic variation 

GCA variance was significant for all traits, but SCA was higher than expected compared to 

previous estimates in loblolly pine (Isik et al. 2005).  This may be an effect of the small 
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diallel size or the crosses among provenances in this population.  It is promising that the 

GCA variance, while small, was significant for sawtimber potential suggesting that 

improvements could be made through capturing additive genetic variation in breeding 

programs.  

While parents in this study were tested on four different sites covering a large geographic 

range, GCA by site interactions accounted for a small amount of the total variance.  Results 

from this analysis suggest that ranking parents for sawtimber potential should be stable 

across sites.  Interactions could be due to differences in forking incidence, rust infection, 

wind damage, or other non-quantified differences among the sites.  Sierra-Lucero et al. 

(2002) reported moderate GxE for Florida source loblolly pine in a provenance trial of the 

southeastern United States coastal plain, in which Florida families accounted for 60% of the 

GxE observed in the study.  The mixture of provenances in this study, which includes the 

Florida provenance, may be a contributing factor to the GCA by test interactions in several 

traits.  McKeand et al (1997) reported potentially large GxE effects were possible for 

composite traits in conifer breeding populations, especially if traits were negatively 

correlated.  The Type B correlation for sawtimber potential was not as high as individual 

growth and stem traits, but did not exhibit sufficient interactivity to be of concern. 

Provenance differences could influence results from this study, but were not accounted for 

in the analysis because of inadequate representation of the three provenances in the original 

mating design.   
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Heritability estimates for growth traits fall within the range of previous work (Baltunis et al. 

2007; Isik et al. 2005; Li et al. 1996; McKeand et al. 2008).  The low individual-tree 

heritability for sawtimber potential could be attributed to a relatively subjective score based 

on several characteristics.  Busby (1983) reported that individual branch trait measurements 

were more repeatable than a subjective crown score.  While branching traits were generally 

more heritable at the individual tree level in this study, sawtimber potential appears to be a 

useful screening trait at the family selection level.   

Rust incidence and sweep were moderately correlated with sawtimber potential.  This is 

expected given the relationship between the penalty for having stem rust infection or 

excessive sweep in the sawtimber potential score.  Incidence of forking was unfavorably 

correlated (rg=0.18) with growth in analyses of second-generation progeny tests of loblolly 

pine (Xiong et al. 2009). In this study, forking incidence was uncorrelated with sawtimber 

potential, but moderately correlated with volume and height (an unfavorable effect).  The 

positive correlation between forking and growth traits is potentially a problem for multiple 

trait improvement. However, the relatively low incidence of forking across the four test 

sites makes the genetic parameter estimates less reliable.  Heritability estimates for 

branching traits demonstrate that improvements could be made through breeding and 

selection.  The individual tree heritability for branch angle was lower in this study than that 

reported previously by Adams and Morganstern in Pinus banksiana (1991) and Isik and 

Isik (1999) in Pinus brutia, but these were studies of trees of different ages or in different 

species, which makes it difficult to draw conclusions.  We found that branch diameter was 
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positively correlated with stem diameter, which may limit the reduction of branch and knot 

size in trees if growth continues to be improved.  While branching traits are ultimately 

important for end-product quality, they were not as influential in assessing sawtimber 

potential as growth, rust incidence, and stem form. 

Potential to capture greater value in forest plantations 

Improvements in sawtimber potential may be possible through indirect selection of traits 

currently under selection in the NCSU Cooperative since it is heritable at the family level 

and is favorably correlated with growth and form traits. Multiple regression results suggest 

that selection for increased volume and reduced incidence of rust, sweep, and forking will 

increase sawtimber potential (Table 5).  Historically, truncation selection has been practiced 

within the NCSU Cooperative to remove genotypes with undesirable rust and sweep 

breeding values, but a weighting based on economic value or impact may be more efficient 

for future selection and breeding.  Figure 1 demonstrates that emphasis on both sawtimber 

potential and growth can be used to select elite parents for deployment. Potential gains in 

sawtimber proportion or volume could be lost if the emphasis is not placed on both traits.  

Relatively small increases in the proportion of sawtimber that is harvested in forest 

plantations can dramatically increase the value at harvest.  By deploying seedlings from 

families based only on volume, the potential sawtimber quality of the plantation may be 

reduced if quality traits are not emphasized appropriately.   
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The assignment of value based on volume and the sawtimber potential score revealed a 

substantial increase in value if emphasis is placed on sawtimber quality rather than growth 

alone (Table 4).  While the individual tree value is low, the assignment of value to each tree 

based on the sawtimber potential score demonstrates that volume alone may not account for 

economic value. Traits affecting the stem quality must be incorporated into breeding 

programs to improve the future sawtimber quality in loblolly pine plantations.  

These results are based on visual grading in a non-thinned progeny test at age six and does 

not take into account stand improvements that can be made during mid-rotation activities 

such as thinning and pruning.  A minor defect that graded trees into lower grades may not 

be apparent at rotation age.  Large rust galls, low forks that are clearly visible at early ages 

will persist, but branching characteristics and small amounts of sweep could be difficult to 

see at harvest and may not be an economic factor when grading standing timber.  Choi et al. 

(2008)  reported that 37% of forked trees recovered to a single stem by age 15 years, so we 

recognize that not all defects observed at an early age will have an impact on visual stem 

quality at later ages. 

Implications for multiple trait improvement 

Interpreting categorical scores can be difficult to translate to meaningful values.  However, 

these indices show that by selecting on sawtimber potential, there would be no change in 

branch angle, a reduction in branch diameter, and an increase in branch frequency 

(internode length) (Table 6).  Branch angle is essentially unchanged in all indices, but 
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branch diameter increases by 5% in Indices 1 and 2.  Branch frequency increases the 

greatest when volume is weighted, but it is improved in all three indices. 

Sawtimber potential is improved in all three indices, but the largest improvement is made 

when sawtimber potential alone is the economically important trait.  A 5 to 7 % reduction 

in the mean score translated to having a higher proportion of trees scored in sawtimber 

categories versus being scored as pulpwood or as non-merchantable.  If sawtimber potential 

were used as the only selection criterion (Index 3), there would be an improvement in 

percent sawtimber from 38% to 58% in the population.  Selection on volume, rust 

incidence, sweep, and forking (Index 2) would also improve percent sawtimber to 50% or 

higher.   

Index 2 represents the improvement in traits that would be possible in growth and form 

traits using the trait data available in the NCSU Cooperative.  While the greatest 

improvement in sawtimber potential would be made by weighting it over other traits, using 

an index with the available BLUP breeding values for volume, rust incidence, stem form 

(sweep or straightness) and forking would improve sawtimber potential.  Since these are the 

traits that the NCSU Cooperative has used for selection, improvements made in NCSU 

Cooperative populations have increased the likelihood of producing sawtimber quality trees 

in loblolly pine plantations.  

The potential to increase tree form and volume appear possible in this study, but wood 

quality traits were not included in this analysis.  Atwood et al. (2002) reported a weak 
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negative genetic correlation between specific gravity and tree volume in Florida provenance 

loblolly pine, but demonstrated through varying weights in a selection index that gains in 

both traits were possible.  Ivkovic et al. (2006) found that improving growth, MoE, and 

stem form traits by ten percent in radiata pine increased the financial returns in forest 

plantations, but the most valuable trait improvement varied according to the business 

model.  For plantation growers, volume increases yielded the highest net present value 

(NPV) increases, but for integrated companies an increase in MoE was most valuable.  The 

true economic value of improving growth versus form for sawtimber quality in loblolly 

pine may vary according to markets. Further efforts to quantify the economic importance of 

individual traits is needed to appropriately weight traits for tree improvement programs. 

There are several limitations of the current study.  Sawtimber potential was assessed at age 

6, thus it is not a true measure of rotation age sawtimber quality, but it is an approximation 

of actual sawtimber quality for genetic trials in loblolly pine.  One limitation to 

simultaneous gains in volume and sawtimber potential in this population is the moderate 

positive (unfavorable) correlation between volume and forking (0.32).  Reducing the 

incidence of forking while improving growth is not possible in this population and many 

other loblolly pine populations (Xiong et al. 2009), but it may be possible to use a 

restriction index to minimize the increase of forking incidence if a reduction in volume gain 

is taken.  However, only a low fork in the first log (4.8m) was considered a defect for 

sawtimber.  A tree with a high fork could still be graded as sawtimber if there was a 

merchantable log in the tree below the fork, but it is not known if there are genetic 
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differences in the height of forking.  The correlation between growth and forking incidence 

may not be consistently limiting for improvement of both growth and sawtimber potential. 

Utilization of a selection index to improve both growth rate and sawtimber quality is a 

potentially valuable tool for loblolly pine breeding programs to consider.  As programs 

progress in the development of elite breeding populations with specific trait combinations 

and end products, the proper emphasis on important quality traits will be a critical 

component of future genetic improvements in loblolly pine. 

A major challenge for incorporating additional traits into breeding programs is determining 

economic weights for index selection.  Wood property improvement has been debated since 

tree improvement programs began in the southeastern United States (Lowe et al. 1999).  

Wood properties can be expensive to measure, and the desired objectives can vary among 

companies and mills. Unlike the issues of wood property improvement, stem form 

improvement could readily increase value to the timber grower and improve wood going 

into the mills with the existing fee structure.  Value for improved sawtimber quality would 

be assessed on the stump, therefore plantations with higher proportions of sawtimber would 

be graded as such and timber buyers would be more willing to pay premium prices for 

stumpage based on their ability to merchandize the wood at harvest.  Payment by mills for 

improved wood properties or reduced occurrence of timber defects is already defined by the 

log grading schemes that are commonly used in the industry.   
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Conclusions 

A composite trait to score the potential sawtimber quality of loblolly pine shows great 

promise to be a useful tool for breeding programs in the southeastern United States.  In this 

study of 48 parents, family variation was significant for growth and form traits that 

influence sawtimber potential.  Traits that are currently measured in the North Carolina 

State University Cooperative Tree Improvement Program explain 79% of the variation in 

sawtimber potential, suggesting that efforts made in the previous two cycles of 

improvement have increased the potential sawtimber quality of loblolly pine breeding 

populations.  The value of trees at 6 years of age was substantially increased when 

sawtimber quality was also used as a selection criterion demonstrating the importance of 

form and quality traits for economic return. Improving growth, disease resistance, and 

sawtimber quality through a selection index appears to be a promising opportunity to 

increase quality and add value to future forest plantations.   
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Table 1.  Means (and standard errors) of traits by test location. Traits were measured at age 
six in the field trials.  

 
     

 
Test Location 

 
Yulee, FL Brunswick, GA Bainbridge, GA Phenix City, AL 

Traits 
N30.65° 

W81.75° 
N31.39° 

W81.65° 
N30.87°  

W84.63° 
N32.26° 

W85.19° 

Volume (dm3) 31.4 (0.34) 40.6 (0.36) 38.1 (0.32) 34.0 (0.33) 

Height (m) 8.0 (0.02) 8.4 (0.02) 8.2 (0.02) 8.0 (0.02) 

Dbh (cm) 11.0 (0.05) 12.3 (0.06) 12.4 (0.04) 11.8 (0.05) 

Fusiform Rust 
Freq. 

0.23 (0.01) 0.31 (0.01) 0.40 (0.01) 0.56 (0.01) 

Forking Freq 0.09 (0.01) 0.07 (0.01) 0.32 (0.01) 0.21 (0.01) 

Sweep 2.0 (0.05) 2.2 (0.05) 2.1 (0.05) 1.6 (0.05) 

Branch Angle  2.7 (0.1) 2.6 (0.01) 2.7 (0.01) 2.7 (0.01) 

Branch 
Diameter 
(cm) 

1.3 (0.01) 1.6 (0.01) 1.9 (0.01) 1.7 (0.01) 

Branch 
Frequency 

1.6 (0.02) 1.6 (0.02) 1.8 (0.02) 1.7 (0.02) 

Sawtimber 
Potential 

2.7 (0.01) 2.5 (0.01) 2.5 (0.01) 2.8 (0.01) 
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Table 2.  Variance components, percent variance explained by terms, and heritability 
estimates (with standard errors) for 6-year old traits; GCA= General Combining Ability, 
SCA = Specific Combining Ability, GCAxT = GCA by Test interaction, SCAxT = SCA by 
Test interaction, h2

i = individual tree narrow-sense heritability, h2
HS = half-sib narrow-sense 

family mean heritability,  H2
FS = Full-sib broad-sense heritability, and rgB_GCA= Type B 

GCA correlation.  
   

Trait/ Term GCA SCA GCAxT SCAxT Error h2
i h2

HS  H2
FS  

rgB_G

CA 

Volume  
9.080

* 
4% 

6.562* 
3% 

2.068* 
1% 

1.165 
0% 

191.8 
91% 

 0.16 
 (0.04) 

0.91 
 (0.03) 

0.84 
(0.03) 

0.81 
(0.11) 

Height 
0.06* 

5% 
0.08* 

7% 
0.01* 

1% 
0.003 

0% 
0.867 
86% 

0.22 
(0.06) 

0.94 
(0.02) 

0.91 
(0.02) 

0.92 
(0.04) 

Dbh  
0.17* 

4% 
0.23* 

5% 
0.06* 

1% 
0.03 
1% 

4.4 
90% 

0.13 
(0.04) 

0.89 
(0.04) 

0.83 
(0.03) 

0.79 
(0.08) 

Rust 
0.20* 

6% 
0.06* 

2% 
0.01 
0% 

0.02 
1% 

3.29 
91% 

0.22 
(0.05) 

0.96 
(0.02) 

0.91 
(0.02) 

0.96 
(0.04) 

Forking 
0.14* 

4% 
0.01 

0.5% 
0.04 
1% 

0.01 
0.5% 

3.29 
94% 

0.15 
(0.04) 

0.92 
(0.04) 

0.82 
(0.06) 

0.84 
(0.11) 

Sweep 
0.19* 

4% 
0.04* 

1% 
0.03* 

1% 
0.0 
0% 

4.17 
94% 

0.16 
(0.04) 

0.95 
(0.02) 

0.83 
(0.03) 

0.89 
(0.05) 

Branch 
Angle 

0.01* 
4% 

0.001 
0% 

0.002* 
1% 

0.0 
0% 

0.257 
95% 

0.16 
(0.04) 

0.73 
(0.33) 

0.72 
(0.16) 

0.84 
(0.06) 

Branch 
Diameter 

0.01* 
3% 

0.007* 
1% 

0.001* 
0% 

0.002 
0% 

0.386 
96% 

0.11 
(0.03) 

0.95 
(0.02) 

0.77 
(0.05) 

0.87 
(0.07) 

Branch 
Frequency 

0.016
* 

3% 

0.004* 
1% 

0.000 
0% 

0.004* 
1% 

0.462 
95% 

0.13 
(0.03) 

0.98 
(0.01) 

0.80 
(0.04) 

1.00 
(0.00) 

Sawtimber 
Potential 

0.00
5* 

1% 

0.010* 
3% 

0.002* 
1% 

0.000 
0% 

0.317 
95% 

0.06 
(0.02) 

0.85 
(0.07) 

0.76 
(0.04) 

0.72 
(0.11) 

* indicates the variance component estimate is significantly different from zero using a Likelihood Ratio Test 
with 1 DF.  
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Table 3.  Additive genetic correlations (and standard errors in parentheses) among 6-year 
growth and stem quality traits1   
 

   Dbh  Volume  Sweep Rust Fork BA BD  BF Saw 

Height  
0.87 

(0.04
) 

0.88 
(0.04) 

0.05 
(0.16)

-0.03 
(0.20)

0.42 
(0.15)

-0.05 
(0.16)

0.45 
(0.14) 

0.56 
(0.12) 

-0.77 
(0.07)

Dbh  * 
0.97 

(0.01) 
0.23  

(0.15) 
0.05 

(0.16)
0.29 

(0.16)
-0.27 

(0.15)
0.63 

(0.10) 
0.23 

(0.16) 
-0.71 

(0.09)

Volume    *  
0.18 

(0.16)
0.00 

(0.16)
0.32 

(0.15)
-0.28 

(0.15)
0.56 

(0.11) 
0.33 

(0.15) 
-0.67 

(0.09)

Sweep       * 
0.26 

(0.15)
0.16 

(0.16)
-0.27 

(0.15)
0.36 

(0.15) 
0.14 

(0.16) 
0.39 

(0.15)

Rust   
*

-0.08† 0.13 
(0.16)

0.45 
(0.13) 

0.09 
(0.16) 

0.41 
(0.14)

Forking   
*

0.29 
(0.15)

-0.07 
(0.17) 

0.27 
(0.16) 

0.05 
(0.18)

BA         * 
-0.46 

(0.13) 
0.01 

(0.16) 
0.03 

(0.17)

BD           *  
0.37 
(.15) 

0.03 
(0.17)

BF              * 
-0.01 

(0.17)

1 BA = Branch Angle, BD = Branch Diameter, BF = Branch Frequency, Saw = Sawtimber 
Potential. 

†The correlation among 2 binary traits was estimated using parental breeding values.
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Table 4.  Summary of value and volume improvement over local checklot for the 10 
highest value parents and the 10 highest volume parents based on breeding values  
  

Grouping 
Top 10 

Value 

Top 10  

Volume  

Local

Checklot

Average Tree Value (USD)  $ 0.55  $ 0.50   $ 0.21 

Average Tree Volume (dm3) 39.6 43.0 28.9

Volume Gain Over Local 

Checklot 
37% 49% -

Value Gain Over Local Checklot 162% 138% -
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Table 5.  Multiple regression coefficients for growth and form trait parental breeding 
values on Sawtimber Potential (R2 = 0.79).  Stepwise regression was used to select the best 
4 traits. 

  

    Parameter Standard    Variance

Variable DF Estimate Error t Value Pr > |t| Inflation

Intercept 1 0.34 0.04 8.48 <.0001 0

Volume 1 0.44 0.03 15.09 <.0001 1.11

Rust 1 -0.16 0.03 -5.77 <.0001 1.05

Forking 1 -0.16 0.03 -5.06 <.0001 1.12

Sweep 1 -0.17 0.01 -11.73 <.0001 1.07
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Table 6.  Trait weights and genetic gains over the population mean from three selection 
indices to improve growth and sawtimber quality. 

 

Index1 

(volume only) 

Index2 

(multiple traits) 

Index3 

(sawtimber only) 

 

Trait Mean Weight 
Index 

Mean 

Gain

% 

Weigh

t 

Index 

Mean 

Gain

% 

Weigh

t 

Index 

Mean 

Gain

% 

 

Height (m) 8.22 0 8.51 3 0 8.52 4 0 8.04 -2  

Dbh (cm) 11.96 0 12.17 2 0 12.17 2 0 11.84 -1  

Volume 

(dm3) 
36.52 1 42.58 17 3 42.56 17 0 40.80 12 

 

Sweep (cm) 1.92 0 2.05 7 -1 2.02 5 0 1.72 -11  

Rust 

Incidence1 
0.37 0 0.41 0.04 -1 0.36 -0.01 0 0.10 -0.27 

 

Forking1 0.17 0 0.56 0.39 -1 0.54 0.37 0 0.42 0.25  

Branch 

Angle 
2.68 0 2.66 -1 0 2.66 -1 0 2.70 1 

 

Branch 

Diameter 
1.62 0 1.72 6 0 1.71 6 0 1.65 2 

 

Branch 

Frequency 
1.70 0 1.85 9 0 1.84 8 0 1.79 5 

 

Sawtimber 

Potential 
2.62 0 2.49 -5 0 2.48 -5 -1 2.44 -7 

 

 

1For binary traits Rust Incidence and Forking, the Gain% is calculated as the change in probability of incidence .
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Figure 1. Proportion of sawtimber trees versus volume gain (%) by parental 
(half-sib) breeding value. The 48 parents used in this experiment 
demonstrate the variation in volume growth and the proportion of potential 
sawtimber trees based on age 6-year progeny test data.    
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Figure 2. Volume gain and sawtimber proportion by half-sib breeding value for the 
15 highest volume parents. Variation in the proportion of sawtimber quality trees can 
be seen among the parents with the highest breeding values for volume.   
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CHAPTER 3 

Association genetics and marker effects to improve growth and stem quality in  

loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) 

(in the format appropriate for submission to Tree Genetics & Genomes)
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Abstract 

An association genetics approach was taken to identify single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) associated with variation in growth and stem form traits in loblolly pine (Pinus 

taeda L.).  Associations were tested between 4,200 SNPs and breeding values for a 

population of 200 largely unrelated selections of loblolly pine.  We identified 13 SNP-

phenotype associations for sawtimber (n=4), volume (n=5), and stem straightness (n=4) 

after multiple test correction.  Five SNPs were identified in known sequences including a 

GRAS family transcription factor, a calmodulin family binding protein, CDPK adapter 

protein 1, and lysophosphatidic acid acyltransferase.  Individual SNPs explained from 0% 

to 27% of the variance in breeding values used as phenotypes.  The most significant SNPs 

(lowest p-value) were used to estimate genetic values for an independent population of 153 

clonally replicated trees.  The correlation between marker based estimated genetic values 

and the BLUP predictions for volume was highest when 10 to 25 SNP loci were used 

(r=0.27).  Gain estimates from marker based selection scenarios were compared to seedling 

and clonal progeny testing scenarios to explore the needed reliability of marker-based 

estimates to assess the incorporation of marker based selection in loblolly pine breeding 

programs.  Comparisons reveal that even low reliability values for marker-based selection 

may be more efficient in making genetic gain for within-family forward selections 

compared to traditional seedling progeny testing but not as efficient as clonal progeny 

testing. 
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Introduction 

Estimating an individual tree’s breeding value is essential to the success and improvement 

of forest tree breeding programs.  Improvements in analytical methods and experimental 

designs have been utilized to remove environmental variation and efficiently estimate a 

parent’s breeding value based on field-grown progeny in common garden experiments 

(Dutkowski et al. 2002; Gezan et al. 2006; Isik et al. 2004).  However, the reliability of 

predicting an individual’s breeding value based on phenotype from progeny testing remains 

low for within-family selection (Isik, 2004). Efforts to improve efficiency in making gains 

can be attained by shortening the breeding cycle, increasing the reliability of predicting 

breeding value, or both (Bernardo and Yu 2007; Hospital et al. 1997; Meuwissen et al. 

2001). As genomic data become available for loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) the use of 

molecular markers to predict an individual’s genetic value or breeding value is one 

potential method to increase the gain per unit time in tree breeding programs by reducing 

the need for extensive progeny testing and shortening the breeding cycle (Strauss et al. 

1992). 

In loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.), measurements are often taken at after five or six growing 

seasons and selections are made for the next generation of improvement (McKeand 1988; 

McKeand and Bridgwater 1998).  A comparison of seedling versus clonal progeny tested 

revealed substantial improvements for within-family selection using clonal replication, but 

at a substantial additional cost for testing and additional time to develop the clonally 

replicated trees (Isik et al. 2004).  Previous research also demonstrated that the individual-
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tree heritability estimates in loblolly pine are low (Balocchi et al. 1993; Baltunis et al. 2007; 

Lambeth et al. 1983). Marker-based selection could be an alternative to conventional field-

testing if methods improve sufficiently to produce adequate  reliability to predict the 

breeding value or genetic value of an individual without waiting for data from field-tested 

progeny.  

Genomic resources are being developed for forest tree species, including loblolly pine, 

which provide opportunities to test for molecular markers associated with desirable 

phenotypes in breeding and natural populations (Neale and Ingvarsson 2008).  The potential 

of marker-aided selection and breeding has been discussed for forest tree improvement 

programs but to date has not been widely implemented.  Previous work to identify 

quantitative trait loci (QTL) explaining variation in forest tree populations was largely 

family based with limited application to large out-crossing breeding populations. 

Experiments in the genus Pinus have been successful in identifying significant QTL which 

explained variation in tree growth, wood density, and carbon isotope discrimination 

(Brendel et al. 2002; Emebiri et al. 1998; Kaya et al. 1999).   

The more recent development of association mapping methods has provided a tool for 

breeders to identify polymorphic markers (single nucleotide polymorphisms or SNPs) 

associated with variation in economically important traits on a population level (Neale and 

Savolainen 2004).  Association mapping experiments in forest trees have identified marker-

trait associations with important traits such as cold tolerance, wood density and water use 

efficiency but these traits are not necessarily the focus of loblolly tree breeding programs 
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(Eckert et al. 2009b; González-Martínez et al. 2008; González-Martínez et al. 2007).  

Improvements in growth rate, stem form, and disease resistance are the major emphases in 

pine breeding programs in the southeastern United States (McKeand and Bridgwater 1998).  

If marker based selection and breeding is to be successful it will likely need to improve the 

gain and efficiency in one of these economic traits (Strauss et al. 1992).  Associations 

identified with growth traits will help demonstrate the potential value or limitations for 

implementing marker-based information in loblolly pine breeding programs. 

Nelson and Johnsen (2008) suggest that genomic resources will allow forest tree breeders to 

incorporate specific physiological traits associated with alleles of genes that regulate a plant 

function.  However, experiments quantifying the physiological processes related to tree 

growth have not yet identified key physiological processes that explain overall growth 

differences in loblolly pine (Emhart et al. 2006; Martin et al. 2005; McKeand and Svensson 

1997).  An alternative to identifying markers associated with specific plant functions is to 

find associations between markers and the traditional traits measured such as height, 

volume, or diameter growth of trees.  The association of molecular markers to economic 

traits may not provide insight regarding the genes related to an underlying physiological 

process, but could assist breeders in capturing genetic variation in breeding populations.  

Validation of marker associations and the estimation of marker effects are critical for 

justifying the cost and effort to incorporate markers in breeding programs.  Effects of 

alleles at individual loci can be difficult to estimate accurately and small numbers of 

markers which explain a small proportion of the total variance provide limited utility in 
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predicting quantitative traits.  Traditional marker aided selection (MAS) in plant species has 

focused on few large effect QTL. In maize, response from selection on QTL resulted in 

varied levels of gain (Heffner et al. 2009) and Moreau (2004) reported no gain after 

implementing MAS in two selection cycles.  Meuwissen (2001) proposed an approach 

called genomic selection in which markers are used across the entire genome to explain 

genetic variance. The availability of SNPs in sufficient density at cost-effective prices is 

making genomic selection feasible in some organisms.  In dairy cattle populations, 

reliability of marker based breeding values ranged from 0.3 to 0.7 using experimental data 

and as high as 0.97 in simulations (de Roos et al. 2009), but these methods seek to include 

hundreds to thousands of markers across the genome of an organism.  de Roos et al. (2009) 

simulated genomic selection in two diverging populations over a range of heritabilities and 

found that low heritability traits had predicted genetic values with low reliability compared 

to high heritability traits.  Genomic selection has been applied in barley (Xu 2003a) and in 

theory shows great potential to use dense markers across the genome to account for many 

genes with small effects to predict the genetic value or breeding value for quantitative traits. 

Genomic selection has currently not previously been posible in loblolly pine due to lack of 

a dense set of markers across the genome, and large genotyped populations.  However, 

recent association studies provide a set of markers across multiple populations to quantify 

the potential reliability of predicting genetic value based on markers across populations. As 

a part of the USDA-CAP funded Conifer Translational Genomics Network we seek to 

develop marker associations that can be implemented in conifer breeding programs.   
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In this experiment we tested for SNP associations with an index trait for sawtimber quality 

improvement and the individual traits contributing to this composite phenotype (Chapter 2); 

and then used BLUP predictions to evaluate the potential reliability of predicting genetic 

values for volume using SNPs associated with quantitative traits for within-family selection 

in tree breeding programs to complement current breeding methods. 

Materials and Methods 

Phenotypic data  

The phenotypes used in this analysis were breeding values for selections in the North 

Carolina State University – Cooperative Tree Improvement Program 

(www.treeimprovement.org).  Traits included breeding values for tree height, volume, stem 

straightness, rust incidence, and stem forking.  Briefly, breeding values for tree height and 

volume were estimated using Best Linear Unbiased Prediction using a mixed model with 

standard form:  

[1]  y = Xb + Zu + e   

where y is the vector of response variable (observations); the X is the design matrix relating 

individual observations to the fixed effects in the model, b is the vector of fixed effect 

factors that includes the overall mean, site and replication within site effects; Z is the 

incidence matrix relating observations to random effects and u is the vector of random 

effects that includes general combining ability (GCA) effects, specific combining ability 
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(SCA) effects and their interactions with site; e is the vector of random residual terms. Prior 

to analysis, tree height and volume were standardized on individual site means.  

For binary traits (stem straightness, stem forking and rust incidence) the following 

generalized linear mixed model was fit to data to obtain variance components: 

[2]  g-1(η) = g-1 (Xb + Zu)  

where η is the linear predictor (η = logit(μ)), g is the link function, and μ is the conditional 

mean. The remaining terms are as previously explained. (Schall 1991).  

In addition to individual traits, an index trait (sawtimber index) was generated using 

weights adapted from a previous analysis of stem quality in loblolly pine (Chapter 2) where 

tree volume, rust incidence, stem straightness, and stem forking were weighted in a ratio of 

3:-1:1:-1, respectively. A total of 200 individuals from two breeding regions (Coastal and 

Piedmont) were used in this study for association testing.   

Genotypic Data 

Genotypes for single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were obtained using the Illumina 

InfiniumTM assay (Illumina, San Diego, CA). Smaller Illumina platforms have been shown 

to work well within the large and complex genome of conifers (Eckert et al. 2009b). The 

methods used in development of these SNPs are available online at 

http://dendrome.ucdavis.edu/adept2/. Briefly, SNPs were detected in 7508 resequenced 

amplicons generated from all available unique EST contigs representing all pine ESTs 
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known to date.  From the resequenced amplicons, roughly 22,000 SNPs were discovered 

and 7216 were selected for genotyping using an InfiniumTM genotyping chip.  Based on 

quality, reliability of reads and polymorphism, 4200 SNPs were selected using the 

BeadStudio ver. 3.1.3.0 software (Eckert et al. 2009a). 

Association Testing 

Association tests were performed in TASSEL using the Generalized Linear Model option 

(Bradbury et al. 2007). Most selections in the population were plantation selections made 

on the basis of phenotypic performance.  Although there were a few cases of sibs in the 

population of 200 these were not accounted for in the association testing.  We used the 

positive false discovery rate approach to adjust p-values for multiple testing (Storey 2003), 

using the qvalue package in R with a false discovery rate of 0.10 (RDevelopmentCoreTeam 

2005). 

SNP effects 

For each significantly associated SNP with three genotype classes present, we estimated the 

additive (a) and dominance (d) effects using ASReml 2.0 (Gilmour et al. 2006). SNPs were 

treated as fixed effects to test for significance and to generate best linear unbiased estimates 

(BLUEs) for genotype classes of each SNP.  Additionally, variance estimates of significant 

SNPs were generated by adding a SNP effect into the mixed model analyzing phenotypic 

data, where the SNP effect was treated as a random effect with 1 or 2 degrees of freedom. 
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To obtain annotations for SNPs, flanking sequences of the corresponding EST contig were 

obtained from the Dendrome database (http://dendrome.ucdavis.edu/treegenes) for all SNPs 

associated with a trait after multiple testing correction.  We performed a BLASTx query 

against the NCBI non-redundant protein database (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi).  

Gene and site annotations for the strongest hits (lowest e-value) for each sequence are 

reported.   

Predicting Genetic Value from Associated SNPs 

SNPs were ranked on the basis of p-value results from the association tests.  For this 

analysis SNP loci were estimated individually, using the association population (n=200), as 

random effects in a mixed model and BLUP predictions were made for each genotype class 

at each SNP locus calculated as: 

[3] 1)'( 


 IXXg  X’y 

Where ĝ is the vector of effects of the genotype classes at the SNP locus; X is the design 

matrix with the number of rows equal to the number of records which allocates the SNP 

allele and the mean to the phenotype; y is the vector of phenotypes and  is the shrinkage 

factor of 2
e / 2

SNP in which 2
e is the residual variance and 2

SNP is the variance among 

genotype classes for an individual SNP locus.  Genotypes were coded as 0,1,or 2 where the 

minor allele was set to zero so that the SNP effect column reflects the number of  copies of 

the major allele.   The sum of the individuals’ BLUP predictions (as a deviation from the 

mean) was used as the marker estimated genetic value: 
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[4] 



n

i
iiXMEGV g  

where MEGV is the marker estimated genetic value; Xi is design matrix allocating the 

individual tree to the genotype effect at SNP locus i, and ĝ is the vector of effects of the 

genotype classes within the SNP locus i.   

Data from a second population consisting of 153 clones from 15 crosses, also genotyped 

with the same set of 4200 SNPs, was available for testing the value of the estimated marker 

effects on predicting volume.  MEGV’s were estimated using the volume breeding values 

from the association population of 200 progeny tested selections and were then applied to 

both the association population and the clonal validation population.   MEGV was 

estimated for the best 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, and 100 SNPs based on association test results 

for volume.  Correlations between each individual’s MEGV and the phenotypic volume for 

each population were calculated to explore the potential utility of marker based estimates 

for selection in loblolly pine breeding programs. 

Gain and selection  

Isik et al. (2004) reported scenarios for conventional seedling and clonal progeny testing for 

increasing within-family gains in tree improvement programs.  We extended this scenario 

to include marker-based selection with estimated costs for field testing, vegetative 

propagation, and SNP genotyping.  We estimated gain according to Falconer (1989): 

[5]   R = ih2 P 
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where R is the response to selection (Gain); i is the selection intensity calculated from the 

selection proportion; h2 is the heritability (or square of the correlation in the case of marker 

based scenarios); and P is the total phenotypic variance.  For this comparison we assumed 

P = 1 for all scenarios.  

We used the assumptions for breeding and testing cycles from Isik et al. (2004), where 

selection of the current cycle requires five years, grafting and breeding new selections 

requires three years, seed collection and seedling rearing requires one year, and progeny 

testing the new selections using field-grown seedlings or clonal rooted cuttings requires six 

years.  An additional two years is required for vegetative propagation for clonal testing.  To 

evaluate scenarios we assumed 200 parents, 80 trees per parent tested in the field at four 

locations totaling 16,000 trees with a selection proportion of 2:100.  For the clonal progeny 

testing scenario we tested 4000 clones with 4 ramets each with a selection proportion of 

2:25.  Marker-based scenarios required the same time for current selection, grafting and 

breeding, seed harvest and seedling growth in the greenhouse.  Once seedlings were grown, 

DNA could be collected and individuals could be genotyped for SNPs associated with the 

trait of interest.  Cost estimates for marker genotyping were taken from the Washington 

University Sequenom Center http://hg.wustl.edu/info/Sequenom_description.html) where 

25 SNPs can be genotyped on 384 samples for $2304.  Field testing and vegetative 

propagation costs were provided by the NCSU-Cooperative Tree Improvement Program 

where a single progeny test would cost $20,000 from test establishment through data 
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collection at age six years, and clonal propagation costs are approximately $20 per 

genotype (clone). 

Results 

Association testing 

Significant associations were found following multiple testing correction for sawtimber 

index, volume, and straightness.  All individual traits followed a normal distribution as did 

the sawtimber index (Figure 1).  The sawtimber index score, a composite trait of volume, 

straightness, rust incidence, and forking, had overlapping associations with each trait that 

was a component of the index.  The proportion of SNPs with p-values less than 0.05 ranged 

from 6.1% in Straightness to 7.0% in Height.  The number of SNPs in common among a 

pair of traits was related to the correlation among phenotypic values (r = 0.91).  Sawtimber 

index was most highly correlated with volume (r = 0.85) since it is the most highly 

weighted trait in the index and shared the greatest number of SNPs in common (165), thus 

nearly 60% of the SNPs associated with the sawtimber index were also significant for 

volume prior to multiple test corrections (Table 1).  P-value distributions from association 

testing revealed an increase in the number of SNP loci with p-values on the low end of the 

distribution for the sawtimber index, volume, straightness, and rust incidence (Figure2a-f).  

Distributions for forking and height revealed fewer p-values below 0.05.  The association 

population had an average minor allele frequency of 0.14 and its distribution reveals a large 

number of SNP loci with rare alleles (MAF<0.05).  Application of the q-value adjustment 
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for multiple test correction (Figure 3) yielded 13 significant associations between SNPs and 

phenotypes (Table 2).   

Minor allele frequencies for significantly associated SNPs ranged from 0.03 to 0.43 and 

individual SNPs explained 9 to 11% (r2) of the variation in the linear model.  No SNPs were 

significantly associated with height, rust disease incidence, or stem forking after correction 

for multiple testing. Distributions of p-values for height and forking revealed a reduced 

number of SNPs at the low end of the distribution (Figure 2).  Sawtimber index and volume 

shared 2 SNPs in common after correction for multiple testing, 0_8448_02_252 and 

0_13919_02_271. 

Seven SNP loci included all three possible genotype classes which allowed the estimation 

of additive and dominance effects.  Dominance effects were less than additive effects for all 

SNPs.  When SNPs were treated as random effects in individual SNP models the 

percentage of variance explained by the SNP loci ranged from 0% up to 27% (Table 2).  

Standard errors were generally high reflecting the imprecision in estimating the effect of 

individual loci in this population. 

Five SNPs were located in sequences similar to known genes or sequences.  SNP 

0_2222_02_74 was similar to a GRAS family transcription factor, SNP 0_12452_03_87 was similar 

to a CDPK adapter protein in Arabidopsis, SNP 0_15969_01_107 was similar to the at5g35570 

k2k18_1 sequence in Arabidopsis, SNP 0_9918_01_641 was similar to a putative lysophosphatidic 

acid acyltransferase in rice and SNP 0_14875_01_63 was similar to a calmodulin-binding family 
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protein (Table2). The remaining SNPs were located in sequences with no similarity to known 

proteins. 

MEGV for Volume  

Marker estimated genetic values were estimated using the SNPs with highest significance 

for volume (ranked on p-value).  Within the association population, MEGV was well 

correlated with the phenotypes from which it was estimated for volume (Figure 5).  

Correlations increased within the association population as additional markers are added to 

the MEGV.  When MEGV was estimated for the validation population, the correlation 

between MEGV and phenotype was much lower.  The correlation was as high as 0.25 to 

0.27 when 5 to 10 loci were used to estimate MEGV, but then no further increase in 

correlation was observed through 25 loci and it decreased when more than 25 SNPs were 

used (Figure 5). 

Gain Estimates 

The marker-based selection cycles are six years shorter than seedling progeny test scenario 

and eight years shorter than clonal testing (Table 4). When the same phenotypic variance 

(P = 1) is used in the scenarios, clonal testing results in the highest gain (122%) due to the 

high repeatability (or heritability) of within-family selection, while seedling progeny testing 

yielded the lowest gain (7%) with the lowest repeatability for these within-family scenarios.  

At higher levels of reliability modeled for marker-based selection, the higher reliability and 

shorter breeding cycle times lead to increases in the %Gain per year relative to conventional 
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seedling progeny testing.  When assumptions on costs for testing and genotyping are 

included, all four marker-based scenarios yield gain at lower costs as compared to seedling 

tests (Table 5).  Only the marker-based program with a reliability of 0.35 produced gain at a 

lower unit cost compared to clonal progeny testing.  

Discussion 

SNP associations 

Significantly associated SNPs were variable in the proportions of total variance among 

breeding values they explained ranging from 0% up to 27%. For association testing we took 

a two-stage approach in which a large progeny test dataset was analyzed first and BLUP 

predictions for progeny tested parents were used as phenotypes in association tests with 

SNP genotypes in the parents.  The breeding value estimates are based on many 

observations, and accuracy values are generally high for growth traits. The precision of 

phenotype in the association tests could be one reason higher percentages of variance are 

explained by individual SNPs but estimates still appear to be biased upwards when applied 

to the validation population.  No significant SNPs were observed for height, rust incidence, 

or forking in this population.  It is somewhat surprising that height, a component of volume 

estimation, did not have any significant associations while five SNPs showed associations 

with volume after correction for multiple testing.  A previous study by Kaya et al. (1999) 

identified QTL explaining 7% to 30% of the phenotypic variation for height increment and 

12.5% to 59.5% of the phenotypic variation for diameter growth. Growth measurements on 

the entire tree (height, diameter, volume) are composites of many plant functions that to 
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date, have not been successfully correlated to specific physiological differences (Martin et 

al. 2005).  The identification of a small number SNPs associated with volume begins to 

dissect the complexity of growth, but further identification of SNPs associated with specific 

plant functions may provide greater insight into the underlying genetic architecture of 

complex quantitative traits in forest trees. 

Five of the 12 SNP loci associated with traits in this study had homologs in other species 

(primarily Arabidopsis) based on similarities in the sequences flanking the SNP.  For the 

sawtimber index SNP 0-8448-02-252 was similar to a GRAS family transcription factor.  

GRAS transcription factors are unique to plants and play various roles in plant growth and 

development.  The GRAS family of transcription factors includes the SCARECROW-like 

group of genes identified in Arabidopsis, and this diverse family play various roles in GA 

signaling, root development, light signal transduction, and axillary shoot formation (Bolle 

2004; Lee et al. 2008).   

SNP 0_12452_03_87, associated with volume growth, is in a sequence similar to a CDPK 

Adapter Protein 1 in Arabidopsis.  Calcium dependent protein kinases (CDPK’s) are one of 

the major groups of proteins which decode calcium signals and are thought to be involved 

in a wide range of plant functions including abiotic stress response and adaptation, wound 

response, and transcriptional regulation (Patharkar and Cushman 2006).  In a review by 

Kirkby and Pilbeam (1984), calcium was described as important in plants to maintain cell 

integrity and membrane stability, cell division and elongation. Underlying genetic variation 

in the ability to regulate or utilize Ca could have an impact on overall tree growth.   
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SNP 0_14875_01_63), associated with straightness, was in a sequence similar to a gene 

encoding a calmodulin-binding (CaM) family protein.  CaM binding proteins are important 

in plant responses to biotic and abiotic stresses such as UV, ozone, drought, salt, cold, 

wind, and pathogens (Du and Poovaiah 2004).  A review by Bowler and Fluhr (2000) 

discussed the importance of calcium and calmodulin for response to different stress factors 

on plants in multiple environments and its involvement in signaling abscisic acid (ABA).   

While these similarities are not conclusive evidence that the SNPs identified in this study 

are causative, they are located in sequences similar to functional genes that could influence 

the associated trait. The 4,200 SNPs in the study reflect a small portion of genetic diversity 

present in the pine genome, which exceeds 24,000 MB (Ahuja and Neale 2005; Morse et al. 

2009).  The addition of more markers across the genome as well as larger populations will 

aid in further dissection of complex growth traits. 

MEGV 

The MEGV-phenotype correlation was high in the association population where the 

associations were detected and marker effects were estimated, as expected.  The individual 

SNP locus effects are likely to be overestimated in the association population (Xu 2003b), 

which is consistent with observations of MEGV in the validation population.  Marker 

effects explain substantially less variation in the independent validation population than in 

the association population.  The estimates of marker effects would likely be more accurate 

if more individuals were added to the association population.  The MEGV in the validation 

population remained steady from 0.25 to 0.27 as the number of markers increased from 5 to 
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10 suggesting that only the most significant SNPs (smallest p-values) in the association 

population actually explained variation in the validation population.  Alternatively, the 

estimates of the effects of the additional SNPs may have lacked precision.  The decrease in 

the correlation as more markers were added to estimate the MEGV most likely reflects the 

addition of non-significant SNPs which introduced error into the marker based prediction.  

Individual SNP effects were estimated using BLUP rather than a least squares approach so 

that the estimated effect would be shrunk towards the mean, but effects still lacked 

precision when estimated in a population of 200 individuals.  

While this experiment was not genomic selection, the results from this study are consistent 

with simulations of genomic selection where a low number of markers and low heritability 

traits have poor correlations with true breeding values, and thus low reliability measures (de 

Roos et al. 2009).  Simulated and real populations in dairy cattle reveal accuracy values 

ranging from 0.3 to 0.7 in real breeding populations and theoretically as high as 0.97 in 

simulated populations with higher heritability traits.  De Roos (2009) showed through 

simulations that low heritability traits benefited from the addition of more phenotypes, 

which increase the precision of estimated effects, rather than the addition of more markers.  

As more individuals are genotyped in loblolly pine breeding populations and additional 

SNPs are identified across the genome, the opportunity to incorporate markers into 

breeding programs to enhance selection is plausible.  The approach taken in this study was 

to rank markers based on associations between SNPs and high accuracy breeding values 

based on progeny testing.  Future efforts will likely adopt an alternative strategy of 
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genotyping progeny and incorporating a genomic selection approach.  If sufficient marker 

density is achieved, tree breeders may successfully capture sufficient genetic variation to 

increase the reliability of marker predicted genetic values.  In lieu of a genomic selection 

approach we demonstrate that a small but useful portion of the phenotypic variation could 

be captured with a small number of SNPs.  This approach could be implemented into 

existing breeding programs for much less expense than that required for genotyping of 

thousands of additional markers on many individuals for genomic selection. 

Marker-based selection 

In forest tree breeding programs backwards selection through progeny testing has been very 

effective, and the accuracy of parental breeding values from this method are high.  Rogued 

second-generation seed orchards have yielded an estimated 26% to 35% gain in rotation-

age volume (Li et al. 2000).  The results of estimating MEGV in this study using the 

available populations and markers demonstrates that marker-based selection will not equal 

the reliability or accuracy of backward selection (and ultimately the genetic gain) if 

implemented at the present.  However, there is potential to incorporate markers for within-

family selection.  The scenario of seedling testing with heritability or reliability at 0.03 is a 

low threshold to overcome.  Using the square of the MEGV-phenotype correlation (r2) from 

the validation population we estimate a reliability of 0.07 using 10 to 25 markers to predict 

volume growth.  This reliability is higher than the seedling scenario we used in this 

comparison and is in the range of other individual tree heritability estimates for volume 

(Atwood et al. 2002; Baltunis et al. 2007; Cumbie 2002). A similar approach was discussed 
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by Kumar (2001) where QTL could be used to assist in making forward selections within 

full-sib families in radiata pine.  Clonally replicated progeny tests generate more gain but 

do so at a significant time requirement compared to marker-based selection.  Marker 

reliabilities above 0.25 provide % Gain per year exceeding that of the clonal progeny test 

scenario.  A complementary approach using open-pollinated or polymix breeding as 

described by McKeand and Bridgewater (1998) could be used for backward selection to 

evaluate parents for deployment in open-pollinated seed orchards while a marker-based 

selection program could be used to save time and maintain a modest amount of gain 

through within-family forward selections.   

From the viewpoint of the breeder, marker aided selection must increase gain or gain 

efficiency to be considered for application.  The time and expense to install, maintain, and 

measure progeny tests is a substantial effort but has proven to be successful in loblolly pine 

(Li et al. 2000).  Marker resources may soon offer a viable alternative to extensive progeny 

testing for within-family selection as genotyping costs continue to fall and high-throughput 

genotyping and sequencing technologies become available to the forest tree breeding 

community.  In the scenarios we consider, 10 to 25 markers to replace within-family 

selection could greatly reduce breeding cycle time and provide similar gain at a lower cost 

than conventional seedling progeny testing. 

Conclusions 

The underlying genetic variation of economically important quantitative traits in loblolly 

pine is complex.  Association tests revealed a few significant SNPs associated with a 
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sawtimber index trait, volume and straightness, after multiple testing correction.  In this 

study we identified 13 SNP-phenotype associations and five of these were in sequences 

similar to those of other species.  While a reductionist approach may eventually identify a 

sufficient number of genes to explain variation in specific physiological functions which 

impact overall growth in trees, genetic markers may be able to capture variation in traits 

without knowing the function of the sequence in which they are located.  If sufficient 

linkage disequilibrium between the marker and the QTL exists to reliably capture variation 

by selecting on markers, within-family gains could be made in future tree breeding 

programs with significant reduction in the breeding cycle at greater efficiency than 

conventional seedling progeny testing.  
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Table 1.  Significant SNPs (p<0.05) for each trait (diagonal), SNPs shared in common by 
two traits (above), and correlations among traits (below). Saw = sawtimber index; Vol = 
Volume; Ht = Height; STRT = Straightness; Rust = Rust; Fork = Fork. 
  

 Saw Vol Ht Strt Rust Fork

Saw 278 165 121 29 94 39

Vol 0.85 269 151 20 34 15

Ht 0.73 0.85 296 15 35 19

Strt 0.29 -0.1 0.01 258 21 22

Rust -0.58 -0.21 -0.14 -0.17 282 21

Fork -0.36 -0.06 0.01 -0.27 0.26 275 
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Table 2. Significant marker-trait associations after multiple testing correction for the 
sawtimber index, volume, and straightness.  Height, forking and rust incidence had no 
significant associations after multiple test correction. 

Trait SNP Locus Annotation SNP MAF r2 
p-

value 
q-

value* 

Saw  0_13919_02_271 NA [A/G] 0.04 
0.1
1 

2.6E-
06 

0.01 

Saw  0_16546_01_530 NA [G/A] 0.11 
0.1
0 

8.5E-
05 

0.10 

Saw  0_2222_02_74 
GRAS family 
transcription factor 

[A/T] 0.26 
0.0
9 

9.3E-
05 

0.10 

Saw  0_8448_02_252 NA [G/A] 0.18 
0.0
9 

1.0E-
04 

0.10 

Volume 0_8448_02_252 NA [G/A] 0.18 
0.1
3 

2.1E-
06 

0.01 

Volume 0_13919_02_271 NA [A/G] 0.04 
0.1
0 

4.3E-
06 

0.01 

Volume 0_16729_01_535 NA [A/G] 0.12 
0.0
9 

7.5E-
05 

0.07 

Volume 0_16710_02_265 NA [G/A] 0.43 
0.1
0 

8.5E-
05 

0.07 

Volume 0_12452_03_87 
af384822_1 cdpk 
adapter protein 1 

[G/A] 0.03 
0.0
8 

9.5E-
05 

0.07 

Straightness 0_15969_01_107 
at5g35570 
k2k18_1 

[C/G] 0.05 
0.1
1 

8.7E-
06 

0.04 

Straightness 0_9918_01_641 
ac068923_13 
lysophosphatidic 
acid acyltransferase 

[A/G] 0.07 
0.1
0 

3.9E-
05 

0.06 

Straightness 0_14875_01_63 
calmodulin-binding 
family protein 

[A/G] 0.04 
0.1
0 

5.3E-
05 

0.06 

Straightness 
CL2166Contig 
1_01_105 

NA [C/A] 0.12 
0.1
0 

5.6E-
05 

0.06 

 

*SNP = [major/minor nucleotide base], MAF = Minor allele frequency, r2 = model r-square from association 
test, p-value = p-value from linear model, and q-value = adjusted p-value for multiple test correction.
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Table 3.  Estimated effects of associated SNPs for Sawtimber, Volume, and Straightness; a 
is the additive substitition effect, d is the dominance deviation, SEa is the standard error of  
a, SEb is the standard error of d, %Variance is the percentage of variance among breeding 
values explained by the individual SNP.  

 

Trait SNP Locus a SEa d SEd d/a %Var.
Sawtimber 0_13919_02_271 0.134 0.064 0.067 0.063 0.50 27% 

Sawtimber 0_16546_01_530 -0.114 0.067 -0.101 0.068 0.89 0% 

Sawtimber 0_2222_02_74 0.036 0.014 -0.020 0.017 -0.57 20% 

Sawtimber 0_8448_02_252 0.088 0.053 0.029 0.053 0.33 17% 
Volume 0_8448_02_252 0.763 0.417 0.197 0.422 0.26 23% 
Volume 0_13919_02_271 0.458 0.507 0.000 0.518 0.00 15% 

Volume 0_16729_01_535 -0.607 0.442 -0.518 0.486 0.85 0% 

Volume 0_16710_02_265 -* - - - - 0% 
Volume 0_12452_03_87 - - - - - 9% 
Straightness 0_15969_01_107 - - - - - 0% 
Straightness 0_9918_01_641 - - - - - 4% 

Straightness 0_14875_01_63 - - - - - <0.01
% 

Straightness CL2166Contig1_01
_105 - - - - - 3% 

 

*additive and dominance effects were not estimated for SNPs that did not have all 3 possible genotype classes 

in the population. 
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Table 4.  Selection scenarios, cycle lengths, selection ratios and intensities, %Gain and 
%Gain per year for conventional seedling testing, clonal testing, and marker-based 
selection. 

 

Method Reliability 
Years per 

Stage‡ 

Total 
Cycle 
Time 

Reliability 
per year %Gain* 

%Gain 
per 

Year 
Seedling Progeny 

Testing† 0.03 5+3+1+6 15 0.002 7% 0.5% 

Clonal Progeny 
Testing† 0.70 5+3+1+2+6 17 0.041 122% 7% 

Marker-based 
Selection 0.05 5+3+1 9 0.006 12% 1% 

Marker-based 
Selection 0.15 5+3+1 9 0.017 35% 4% 

Marker-based 
Selection 0.25 5+3+1 9 0.028 58% 6% 

Marker-based 
Selection 0.35 5+3+1 9 0.039 81% 9% 

 

† According to Isik et al 2004. 
‡ Stages of a tree improvement cycle: 5 years for selection, 3 years to graft and breed, 1 year to collect seed and raise 
seedlings, 6 years to progeny test, and an additional 2 years to produce rooted cuttings for clonal tests. 
*Gain calculated as G = ih2p where h2 ~ reliability, I =2.328 with a selection proportion of 2:100 except for Clonal 
testing where I = 1.745 with a selection proportion of 2:25.  We assume P is 1 for every scenario. 
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Table 5.  Cost comparisons for within-family selection using conventional seedling progeny 
tests, clonal tests, and marker-based selection at different levels of reliability for marker-
based predictions. A total of 16,000 trees are tested or genotyped in each scenario. 

 

 

*Gain estimates reported in Table 4.   

A testing scheme for 200 parents, 80 trees per parent, 4 sites.  Cost of a single field trial is estimated to be 
$20,000 and the additional cost to vegetatively propagate is$20 per genotype (unpublished NCSU-CTIP data) 

Genotyping costs reported from Washington University Sequenom Center.  $25 SNPs costs 2304 per 384 
samples. (http://hg.wustl.edu/info/Sequenom_description.html) 

 

 

  

Selection  
Method 

Reliability 
# of 

Genotype
s 

Field 
Testing 
Cost ($) 

Vegetative 
propagation 

Cost ($)  

Cost to 
Genotype 

25 
Markers 

($) 

Total 
Selection 
Cost ($) 

% 
Gain* 

Cost per 
% Gain 

($) 

Seedling- 
Progeny† 

0.03 16,000 $80,000   -  -  $80,000  7% $11,455 

Clonal - 
Progeny† 

0.70 4,000 $80,000   $80,000  - $160,000  122% $1,310 

Marker-based  0.05 16,000  -   -   $96,042   $96,042  12% $8,251 

Marker-based  0.15 16,000  -   -   $96,042   $96,042  35% $2,750 

Marker-based  0.25 16,000  -   -   $96,042   $96,042  58% $1,650 

Marker-based  0.35 16,000  -   -   $96,042   $96,042  81% $1,179 
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Figure 1.  Distributions of trait phenotypes; a)Sawtimber Index (Saw), b) Volume, c) 
Height, d) Straightness,e)  Rust Incidence, and f) Forking 
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Figure 2.  Pvalue distribution from association tests performed in TASSEL.4,205 SNPs 
were tested for associations with a) Sawtimber Index, b) Volume, c) Height, d)STRT 
(Straightness), e) Rust incidence, and f) Forking.   
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Figure 3.  Qvalue distribution from association tests performed in TASSEL.4205 SNPs 
were tested for associations with a)Sawtimber Index, b) Volume, c) Height, d) 
STRT(Straightness), e) Rust incidence, and f) Forking.   
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Figure 4.  Minor Allele Frequences (MAF) for 4205 SNPs.  The Mean MAF in the 
association population of 200 individuals was 0.14. 
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Figure 5.  Correlations between phenotype and Marker Estimated Genetic Value (MEGV) 
in the association population (Association) and in the validation population (Validation) of 
153 clonally replicated individuals by number of SNPs used to estimate MEGV.. 
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SYNTHESIS 

 

Genetic Variation in Loblolly Pine 

Genetic variation in loblolly pine is substantial, and gains can be made through multiple 

approaches whether it is classical quantitative genetics, genomics, or a compliment of the 

two methods.  Prior to beginning these experiments it was hypothesized, but not known, 

whether or not association genetics would yield positive results in forest trees.  Candidate-

gene based approaches used a small number of SNPs and results suggested potential 

associations, but larger numbers of markers had not been attempted.  Association testing in 

these experiments revealed positive associations with potentially meaningful sequences for 

complex traits related to growth, water use efficiency, foliar nitrogen content, stem 

straightness, and an index trait assessing sawtimber potential.  This list of traits suggests 

that there is potential in using genomic resources to identify the underlying genetic 

variation of quantitative traits.  The results from these genetic association experiments do 

not begin to explain a majority of the variation, but suggest that larger, more powerful 

studies may be fruitful in identifying SNPs which explain variation in important forest tree 

traits. 

Important limitations for association studies in loblolly pine are marker coverage across the 

genome and population size.  At the time these experiments began it had been estimated 

that a population of 500 unrelated individuals would provide sufficient power to detect 

associations, but perhaps even larger populations would be helpful if rare alleles are 
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ultimately what is associated with specific traits.  The SNPs used in these experiments 

represent 1 SNP per gene-like sequence publicly available for loblolly pine.  Roughly 4000 

SNPs were used in these experiments which represent approximately 10% of the estimated 

number of genes in loblolly pine.  Being able to account for more variation within each 

gene-like sequence (more SNPs per gene) and having more gene sequences would provide 

greater opportunities to identify SNPs associated with traits of interest.   

Future experiments in physiological traits, especially carbon isotope discrimination or other 

measures of water use efficiency, should be replicated in contrasting environments and on 

larger scales.  This is a classical challenge for genetics experiments which attempt to 

measure physiological traits.  The time and resources required for collecting physiology 

measurements on a large-scale is significant, but perhaps the forest research community is 

approaching a period where looking at multiple systems can be done.  Concerns about 

adaptability, climate change, carbon sequestration, and sustainable forest productivity may 

provide funding opportunities for large scale genetics and physiology experiments.  

If the association study in the first chapter of this thesis were repeated, hindsight would 

suggest greater replication of genotypes (perhaps 5 to 10 ramets) with greater control over 

watering regimes.  Fortunately the second growing season (the season in which the needles 

sampled for isotopes grew) was under a severe drought, so at least moderate drought stress 

was placed on the experiment, but rainfall was not controlled.  

Spatial models appear to be a useful tool in forestry trials.  No matter how uniform a site or 

environment may appear there is likely some gradient or patchiness in the experiment that 
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will introduce variation and influence the experimental results.  Capturing additional 

environmental variation with a spatial model in the nursery bed experiment increased the 

heritability by more than 10 percentage points.  The spatial model removed a portion of 

environmental variation from the residual term which increased heritability estimates.  If 

such tools are implemented in progeny test data analysis there could be significant 

improvements in genetic parameter estimates and gains. 

Sawtimber Quality 

The importance of sawtimber quality has been recognized by industrial forest products 

companies and has been improved in internal company populations, but until this 

quantitative study on sawtimber potential was conducted the cooperative breeding programs 

had not quantified sawtimber quality in breeding populations.  The results from this study 

reveal that growth, rust resistance, and stem straightness are important factors in sawtimber 

quality.  These individual traits have been the emphasis of breeding programs for loblolly 

pine but quantifying and estimating sawtimber gains had not been a priority. It is not 

surprising that these traits influence sawtimber quality, but until now the relative 

importance had not been quantified.  For capturing value and maintaining relevance in the 

industry, breeding programs need to emphasize the improvement of the most economically 

valuable timber products.  While product values may change over time a breeding program 

could maintain a broad base of germplasm and focus on the development of elite 

populations to address specific end products.  If and when product emphasis needs to shift 

there is a genetic base from which to draw for future improvement. 
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The value of sawtimber is significantly higher than pulpwood.  The straightforward 

comparison of value based on volume versus sawtimber potential demonstrated that 

additional value could be captured if tree form and stem quality is emphasized for seedling 

deployment.  From the selection index comparison, a small increase in the sawtimber 

potential score would result in a substantial increase in value.  Full-sib families in the 

Lower Gulf Elite population ranged widely in sawtimber percentage.  Selecting the very 

best families for deployment will more than double the percentage of expected sawtimber 

in plantations as compared to unimproved material.  These are gains which could readily be 

captured by selecting the appropriate open-pollinated seedlot or full-sib family seedlot for 

deployment. 

The selection index for sawtimber potential improvement is somewhat limited in this study 

by the unfavorable correlation between forking and height.  Sawtimber potential was not as 

influenced be forking (uncorrelated) because only low forks in the first log were considered 

a defect.  The height of the fork was not measured but would likely add resolution to the 

issue. If this experiment were repeated the height of forking would be a valuable addition to 

the data set.  Multiple regression showed the core traits to be what tree improvement 

programs currently measure, as previously stated.  This could be bias in grading by the 

individual measuring trees, or the true relative importance of traits.  Large diameter and 

steep branches have an impact on sawtimber quality, but not as much as volume, stem 

straightness or rust incidence.  Branching traits had heritability estimates similar to growth 
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suggesting that specific branching characteristics could be improved through breeding if 

warranted. 

Marker Applications in Loblolly Pine Breeding Programs 

The potential reductions in breeding cycle time, increases in gain efficiency, and constantly 

falling genotyping costs require that tree breeders pay attention to possible applications of 

molecular markers to aid in selection and breeding.  To date the evidence of marker-based 

gains has not reached a “critical mass” to start implementing marker aided selection (MAS) 

in tree breeding programs.   As tree breeders explore genomic selection they may find a 

method which captures sufficient genetic variation to justify the cost of marker genotyping 

in breeding populations.  Ways in which to incorporate MAS into current breeding 

strategies and populations will require considerable effort and should not be delayed.  

Marker-estimated values in this study were weakly correlated with phenotype in the 

validation population but still potentially useful.  Within-family selection in seedling 

progeny tests yields a much lower amount of genetic gain than clonal tests, and marker-

based estimates with low to moderate repeatability provide an intermediate level of gain 

compared to field testing options.   
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